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In support of the geostationary platform systems concepts definition 
study for Marshall Space Flight Center, General Dynamics requires traffic 
forecasts, covering the 1990 to the year 2000 time frsme. The requirements &re 
for high volume trunking and direct-to-the-user communications services for 
platforms located appropristely so as to serve North America, South .4merica. Mid- 
Atlantip. Western Europe and Africa. Traffic has to include domestic ~ n d  regional 
satellite services, INTELSAT services. maritime and ~eronouticnl services. 
SECTION 2 
DOMESTIC AND REGIONAL SERVICES 
Future Systems Incorporated (FSI) developed a 10-year traffic forecast 
for domestic and regional satellite communications. The forecast includes 
telephone and data services. Satellite service requirements are expressed in terms 
of equivalent 40 MHz transponders. Table A-1 shows the number of transponders 
for 1990, 1995 and the year 2000 for North America, South America, Western 
Europe, Middle East and Africa. 
The projections for Western European countries should be viewed with 
some caution. We believe that our traffic model overestimates the actual traffic 
fo!. the following reasons: 
1. The European G N P / ~ ~ ~  is high, leading to a very economical 
terrestrial communications system. Microwave systems are used 
extensively, and fiber optics will be added in the future. 
2. As  a result of extensive use of both C-band and Ku-band for 
terrestrial communications, the frequency coordination for earth 
stations is much more difficult than in the U.S., thus preventing the 
easy proliferation of earth stations. 
3. In Europe, telecommunications is generally a government 
monopoly, and the telephone administrations of many European 
countries have generally been opposed to satellite corn munications 
for domestic applications and specifically for private corporate 
networks. 
In addition, most European countries have a strict policy of requiring 
high local content for government controlled procurement. 
It must also be noted that this model shows Iran using approximately 30 
percent of the satellite traffic requirements for the Middle East. This may or may 
not be on the high side since the policy of the new government in Iran towards 
satellite communications is not yet known. 
Table A- 1 


























Table A- 1 (continued) 








ATLANTIC INTELSAT SERVICES 
The requirements for INTELSAT service for 1990, 1995 and the year 
2000 for the Atlantic Ocean area are shown in Table A-2. This informatior - i  
derived from INTELSATs traffic data base and forecast and an extension thereof. 
Table A- 2 
Traffic Model for 






MOBILE AND AERONAUTICAL REQUIREhlENTS 
Figure A-1 shows an estimate of voice channel requirements for 
man-he communications for the Atlantic Ocean area. This forecast .is based 
on iata provided by the IMCO Panel of Experts, Ref. A( 1) as shown in the 
daslied line. The 1985 IMCO data point was then extended at annual rates of 
increase of 10, 15, and 20 percent. The median estimate of 15 percent 
reaches a requirement for 200 voice channels by the year 2000. 
A forecast for aeronautical requirements was prepared y 
ARINC Research Corporation, Ref. X(2) in 1375. Table A-3 shows the 
ARINC estimates for the year 2000 forward and return channels. W e  have 
used this information to develop the traffic requirements presented in 
Figure -4-2. The ARINC estimate corresponds to our low es~'mate. It 
excludes public correspondence service. The high estimate includes public 
correspondence service. A median estimate has also been generated. 
Figure A- 1 
A'PL.4NTIC 0CE:IX 
hlXRITIhIE REQUIKEhIENTS 
YEAR 2000 TRAFFIC ESTII\WTES BY ARINC 
FOR AERONAUTIC CORIBlUNICATIONS 
Ocean Area Forward Channels Return Channels 
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FSI has developed a 10-year traffic forecast for domestic 
and regional satellite communications, This forecast includes con- 
ventional telephony traffic and new data services traffic. 
I. Telephony Traffic 
s;rnce there is extensive background of conventional tele- 
phone telecommunications, the model for telephony satellite traffic 
is based on correlation factors which have been derived from his- 
torical data, and which are applied to forecasts of future popula- 
tion and GNP numbers. 
Tables A-4 and A-5  show the 11 world model zones and 
the countries that make up each zone. The current populations 
and GNP/capita for each zone is also given. This information is 
used in developing the population and GNP/capita forecast shown 
in Tables A-6 and A-7. When these two tables are multiplied the 
result is the total GNP, this is shown in Table A-8. 
Table A-9 shows the number of long distance calls per 
$1,000 GNP for each of the world model zones. The telephone use 
per unit GNP is shown to increase with time, as it has in the 
past. However, the model shows that for the developed countries 
this trend starts to level off in the 1900s. Table A-10 shows 
the total number of long distance calls per year in the same 
format. This table results from multiplication of the data in 
Tables A-8 and A-9 (Long Distance Calls Per $1,000 GNP). 
Table A- 4 
Population and CNP Per Capita 
- 
World Regions 1979 Current Current 1979 Current 
Population Population Growth Inflation ' GNP/Capita GNP/Capita Growth 














Croup I1 Total 
0 ther Countries 
World Total 
*Includes North Africa 
**Excludes Japan and China 
***Excludes South Africa and North Africa 
Tablc A - 5  
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Table A-5, Continued 





































































Tab le  A-5, Continued 
World Model Zones 
Group 11, Continued 





C e n t r a l  A f r i c a n  Republ ic  
Chan 
Cape Verde 
D j i b o u t i  
E t h i o p i a  
E q u i t o r i a l  Guinea 





I v o r y  Coas t  
Kenya 
Lesotho 
L i b e r i a  
Malagasy Republ ic  
Other  C o u n t r i e s  
Ant igua 
A u s t r a l i a  
Bahamas 
Bhutan . 
B r i t i s h  Soloman 
Brunei  
Burmuda 
Canal  Zone 
Dominica 
F i j i  







Maui tan ia  
Maur i tu s  
Mozambique 
Niger  
N i g e r i a  




Senega l  







upper  V o l t a  
Zaire 
Zambia 
I s r a e l  
Maldive I s l a n d s  
N e w  Caladonia  
New Guinea 
N e w  Hebr ides  
N e w  Zealand 
Por tuguese  Timor 
S ingapore  
South  A f r i c a  
S t .  Lucia  
S t .  Vincent  
Tonga 
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The next step in generating transponder requirements 
consists of translating long distance calls into satellite call 
minute.. A n  average call duration of 9 minutes warn used for this 
calculation, which was bas&. on a summary of international statis- 
tics. Then, Table A-11 shows the percentage of long distance 
ce!ls which will be carried on conaunicntions satellite6 during 
the 10-year 8tudy period for each f the world model zones. Table 
A-11 is then multiplied by 9 and then multiplied by Table A-10 to 
give Table A912 which showa millions of satellite call minutes per 
year. 
Traffic requirements are expressed in terms of typical 
domestic C-band transponders with an EIRP of about 33 dBW and a 
bandwidth o[ about40 MHz an& baing able to carry about 1,000 
multiple access one-way telephone channels as a weighted average 
for domesti.: applications. This measure was chosen merely as a 
convenient reference with which everyone is familiar. Actual 
domestic satellite systems of the fgture will use a variety of 
other arrangements. 
Table A-13 shows the resulting telephone traffic in trans- 
ponders or units of 1,030 one-way voice channels. This information 
is found by multiplying the data of Table A-12 by17.4. The deriva- 
tion of the factor of 17.4 is shown below: 
a, It was assumed that the total traffic is 
distributed over the equivalent of 2,400 
busy hours per year. On this basis the 
Erland load is calculated as: 
1 billion call minutes/2,400 hours x 60 = 
6,944 Erlangs 
b. The trunk distribution and grade of service 
are such that the required ratio of Erlangs 
to circuits is 0.8. Therefcre, one billion 
call minutes per year require 8,680 circuits. 
A-22 
c. One re ference  transponder handles 1,000 one- 
way c h a ~ n e l s  or 500 two-way c i r c u i t s .  There- 
fore ,  one b i l l i o n  c a l l  minutes per year requires  
17 .4  transponders. 
Table A - 1 1  
Table A-12 
Table A-13 
2. Data Transmission-Domestic and Regional 
Advances in computer technology and application have 
introduced new data transmission services which will be in exten- 
sive use by the year 2000. These services will require space seg- 
ment capacity in addition to that which has been extrapolated from 
the historical use of the telephone system. 
In a filing with the U.S. Federal Communications Com- 
mission (FCC) of April 1976, Satellite Business Systems (SBS) 
shows that 415 major U.S. corporations will create a market for 
satellite data transmission equivalent to 100,000 voice circuits 
by 1985. At 1,000 one-way channels per transponder, this corres- 
ponds to 200 equivalent C-band transponders. SBS states that the 
market is further increased by requirements from smaller corpora- 
tions and from government agencies. To be conservative we have 
cut this forecast in half and applied it to each country or region 
in proportion with projected GNP growth. 
The final correlation factor is about one transponder 
per $20 billion GNP. The resulting transponder requirements are 
shown in Table A-14. The world total for the year 2000 is approxi- 
mately 800 transponders. 
T a b l e  A-15 shows total transponder requirements for each 
of the world model zones during the lo-year period of the study. 
2. Data Transmission-Domestic and Regional 
Advances in computer technology and application have 
introduced new data transmission services which will be in exten- 
sive use by the year 2000. These services will require space seg- 
ment capacity in addition to that which has been extrapolated from 
the historical use of the telephone system. 
In a filing with the U.S. Federal Communications Com- 
mission (FCC) of April 1976, Satellite Business Systems (SBS) 
shows that 415 major U.S. corporations will create a market for 
satellite data transmission equivalent to 100,000 voice circuits 
by 1985. At 1,000 one-way channels per transponder, this corres- 
ponds to 200 equivalent C-band transponders. SBS states that the 
market is further increased by requirements from smaller corpora- 
tions and from government agencies. To be conservative we have 
cut this forecast in half and applied it to each country or region 
in proportion with projected GNP growth. 
The final correlation factor is about one transponder 
per $20 billion GNP. The resulting transponder requirements are 
shown in Table.\-14. The world total for the year 2000 is approxi- 
mately 800 transponders. 
Table A-15 shcws t o t a l  t r ansponde r  requirements for each 
of the world model zones during the lo-year period of the study. 
Table A-14 
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A ( 2 )  A study of communicatlons requirements for a 1985 to 2000 operational 
aeronautical satellite system, Volume 1, At!sntic Ocean Area, May 
1975. Prepared for U.S. Department of Transportation by ARINC 
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September 6, 1979 
VIDEO CONPERENCINQ FORECAST * 
If an effort is made to pravide inexpensive qmce segment, video 
conferacing will be m obtractive substituta for travel. In addition, the 
availability of video confemncing wi l l  stimulate Its use for conferences which 
would have been held ww tha standmrd audio-only telephone system. This will be 
aspadally true for tramoceanic conferencing. 
Since video canferencing will substitute for travel, we have used 
reliable date on airline travel as a basis for our forecast of video conferencing 
requirements. Data on the number of man- flights per year was obtained from the 
F.A.A. Statistical handboak. Althaugh the data is for the U.S. only, a strong 
correlation exists between the number of man- flights and the GNP per capita. We 
used this correlation to scale the U.S. Qta for other countries and regions. The 
relatiom are as follows: 
Air Trfps/l000 population = 10 (A log x + B) 
where 
x = GNPpercapita,l979dollars 
A = 0.96 for international traffic 
= 1.42 for domestic traffic 
0 = 1.8 for international traffic 
2.6 for domestic traffic 
Next it waa necessary to separate out the business travel since we 
assumed that the use of video conferencing as a substitute for personal travel 
would be negligible. We therefore ~wumed(in the absence of data) that business 
travel was 50 percent of the total. We further wumed that every four airline trips 
(i.e., two round trips) replaced would require one Z-hour video conference. In an 
efficient system, one video conferencing circuit could accommodate 1600 con- 
ference hours per year. This is about 31 hcun per week of actual use. 
*Prepared for General Dynamics by Future Systems, Inc. 
-- ---a - * A,. 
In addition to replncement of airline travel, video conferencing would 
serve to replace some auto travel and would stimulate some video conferenm 
where no trip would have taken place. In order to account for these other factors, 
r e  have rrbitruily introduced r multiplier of 1,s. Thus, the traffic forecast by the 
airline travel replacement is increased by 50 percent to take in these other factom. 
We hve chown 8 conservative fraction ns the portion of airline travel 
replaced and have varied it in order to show a range of possibilitka As with the 
introduction of any new service, the transition is likely to follow an "Sw shaped 
curve, M shown in Figure B- 1. The onset of video conferendng in the other arean 
of the world is likely to occur Inter than in the U.S. This effect b a h  shown. 
The median assumptions have about 4.3 percent of U.S. air travel for 
businem being replaced by video conferences in 1990. This increases to 9 percent 
by the year 2000. Corresponding factors for other regim.ns are 1 percent in 1990 
and 2.7 percent in the year 2000. The video conferencing forecast for this median 
model is shown in Table B- 1. 
Figure B - 1. Transition Curves for Video Conferencing 
Table B- 1 
-





Video Confercndng Circuits in 1000% 
1990 1995 2000 
The low estimate was derived by halving the median, and the high 
estimate by doubling the median. These forecasts are shown in Tables B-2 and 
11 - 3, respectively. 
While there can be some argument concerning the exact numben 
selected in the assumptions, the main thrust of the forecast is not the prediction of 
the actual future. The primary conclusion is that wen if a rather small fraction of 
the airline travel is replaced by video conferencing, the number of video circuits 
required Is quite large. Of course, the implicit assumption which underlies our 
forecast is that the video conferencing circuits and facilities be made available in 
sufficient quantity and at a low cost so 8s to stimulate the growth of the market. 




t o w  Forecart of Video Confercndng 
Narth America 
Western Europe 






High Forecast of Video Conferencfng 
Video Confetencing Circuits in 1000's 
1990 1995 2009 
APPENDIX C 
INTERSATELLITE LINK CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS 

INTERSATE1,LITE LINK CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS 
SUMMARY 
Interconnection of com munications platforms by means of intersatelli te 
links may be used in two categories of applications: 
1. Wide Platform Separation for Increased Coverage Area 
An example for this application is the interconnection of a U.S. 
domestic platform with an Atlantic INTELSAT platform. An 
intersatellite link increases the coverage area for all earth stations 
. accessing either platform with single hop operation. Transmission 
delay increases with platform separation as shown in Figure C- 1. 
2. Small Platform Separation for Increased Systems Capacitv 
When a single platform does not provide adequate capacity for a 
given coverage area, two or more platforms may be deployed with 
small angular separations, e.g. U.S. domestic platforms with 4 
degrees separation. 
Typical requirements for intersatellite links for the two applications are 
derived in the analysis which follows, nnd are summarized below. 
Case 1 Wide Platform Separation 
A typical ratio for domestic to international traffic is 50 to 1. On this 
basis one would conclude that the intersatellite link connecting the U.S. domestic 
with an Atlantic INTELSAT platform would require a capacitv equal to about 2 
percent of the U.S. domestic system. However, this ratio would be modified by the 
following considerations: 
1. A large portion of the international traffic originates or terminates 
in the New York and Washington areas, and most of this traffic 
may not enter the domestic satellite system and therefore does not 
contribute to the intersatellite link requirements. 
2. The short haul portion of the U.S. domestic traffic may not be a 
candidate for satellite transmissions; thus the ratio of domestic 
satellite to international satellite traffic may be lower than 50 to 
1. 
sao- - 






SINGLE-HOP WITH INTERSATELLITE LINK 
SINGLE-HOP TRANSMISSION - 
DEGREES OF SAT ELLIT E SEPARATION 
Figure C- 1 
TRANSMISSION DELAY 
More precise waluation of the intersatellite link requirements would 
require generation of a systems model with assumptions concerning the distribution I 
of terrestrial versus satellite traffic both for the domestic and the international 1 
systems. With such assumptions made, the intersatellite link requirements can be 
determined from current traffic distributions in the INTELSAT traffic data base 
and current cable transmission plans. 
In the absence of more detailed analysis, we recommend that 
inter~qtellite link capacities in the range of 2 to 10 percent of the platform 
capacity be assumed 
Case 2 Smnll Platform Separation 
- - 
In a fully homogeneous system with two platforms of equal capacity, 
the intersatellite link would have to handle traffic equal to 50 percent of the 
individual platform capacity. If en attempt is made to segregate user communities 
on each platform, the intersatellite link requirements are reduced depending on 
specific traffic plan assumptions. Intersatellite link capacities of 10 to 20 percent 
will probably be adequate for most practical applications. 
INTERSATEUITE LINK MODEL ANALYSIS 
The PSI inteaatellitt link model contains equations to satisfy both 
homogenous and non-homogeneous satellite systems. The model will be applied to 
three particular systems: 
U.S. to U.S. System 
U.S. to Trans-Atlantic System 
U.S. to South American System 
For a satellite system to approach a homogeneous mix of traffic, it would almost 
have to consist of a single countries domestic traffic. Of these three examples 
only the U.S. to U.S. scenario would be of a homogeneous nature. In a homogeneous 
system there is an equal likelihood of any one customer calling any other customer; 
in such a case the following equation can be used. 
where: 
A - fraction of total traffic on satellite A 
B - fraction of total traffic on satellite B 
L - fraction of total traffic on intersatellite link 
Figure C-2 shows how the percentage of traffic over the intersatellite 
link varies with different loadings of the two satellites. This figure shows that the 
maximum amount of traffic to be carried on the intersatellite link is 25 percent. 
This will occur only when both satellites are equally loaded. 
A similar equation can be used for non-homogeneous traffic or traffic 
that is of the point-topoint type. This would be the case for main-office to 
branch-office communications. S!nce this type of user would not need to access all 
other possible users, a reduction in the amount of traffic carried over the 
intersatellite link would be realized. 
Ce#CENf Of T R A m  ON H T E R S A T r m  LINK 
VERW8 SNElUTE LOADWG 
The following equation takes into account the above mentioned private , 
line aerviccs and the fact that their increased use will reduce tho intenatellite link 
requirements. 
where: 
A - fraction of traffic on satellite A 
B - fraction of traffic on mtellite B 
P - fraction of traffic that is private line services 
L - fraction of traffic on intersatellite link 
This equation will now be applied to the low traffic scenario where this scenario 
consists of a single major path satellite interconnecting 20 high traffic cities ~ n d  
two platforms servicing the entire U.S. The two platforms would need to be 
interco~ected by an intersatellite link so that multiple antennas would not be 
required at the earth stations. The necessary values for "Aw and "BW are given in 
the system description along with the cspacities of the platforms. 
System Description: U.S. to U.S. 
Two platforms, each with a maximum cepacity of 1,092 transponders 
(Bandwidth = 36 M H z  per transponder), will be configured as follows and use the 
frequencies given to attain this capacity. 
Configuration: I I 
39 spot beams covering CONUS bandwidth split three ways yielding 
13 times frequency reuse 
Frequency bands: 
4/6 GHz  




4/6 GHz = 12 transponders x 13 frquency reuse 156 transpandam 
11/14 GHz = 12 tramponden x 13 frquency reuse = 156 transponders 
18/30 GHz = 60 transponden x 13 frquency reuse = 780 t r a m e m  
Platform Capacity 1,092 
Percent of Traffic 
Major path (pipeline satellite) 17.2 
Platform A 49.7, 
Platform B - 33.1 
100.0 '% 
The traffic percentages for Platforms A and B were developed 8s 
follom The remaining satellite traffic, after the major path or pipeline satellite 
had its 17.2 percent, would be split 60140 between the two platforms. 
10096 - 17.2% = 82.8% remaining traffic 
For Platform A 
82.8% x 60% = 49.7 
For Platform B 
82.8% x 40% = 33.1 
In this non-homogenous case we need to use the second equation to 
calculate the intersatellite link requirement. A value for "Pn must be chosen to 
represent a reasonable portion of the traffic that will not need to use the 
intersatellite link. In this scenario it is assumed that an effort will be made to 
assign common users to the same platform. For this reason the value 0.5 has been 
assigned to "P" yielding the following results: 
The intenatelltte link traffic will be 0.0 percent of the total U.S. 
traffic. 
Up to now the discussion has revolved around the development of the 
theoretical technique for estimating the fntenatellite link rquirements; there- 
fore, we consistantly referred to percentages of total traffic so that it would be 
easy to compare the requirements for different scenarios. The FSf traffic forecast 
for a system of this size deployed in the mid to late 1980's is 1,120 transponders. 
Going by the system description percentages given before the transponder 
requirements will be as follows: 










The intersatellite link requirements will be 
1,128 x 8 .O% = 90 transponders 
System Description U.S. to Trans-Oceanic and U.S. to South American Traffic 
The following ratios have been used to develop this model for a U.S. to 
trans-oceanic satellite intersatellite link. These ratios have been derived from 
actual figures obtained from international and domestic carriers. 
Ratio of domestic to international messages: 
50.6 to 1 
Ratio of total international to trans-oceanic messages: 
1.4 to 1 
Using these n t i a  and domestic traffic as 1,128. as given before. the 
trans-oceanic traffic can be calculated. 
a = 22.3 tnnspondm of internattonal traffic 50.5 
- 22'3 = 15.9 tnnsponders of tranroeeanic traffic 
1.4 
The remaining 6.4 tramponden would be for communicatiomwith South 
America. • 
1 128 International l h f f i c  = 36.5 = 30.9 transponders 
30 9 Trans-Oceanic Traffic = = 22.1 transponders 
The remaining 8.8 transponders of traffic would be directed for South 
American communications with the United States. 
APPENDIX D 
LINK BUDGETS 
PLATFORM COMMUNICATIONS PAYLOAD LINK BUDGETS 
A major factor affecting the siting and support requirementr of the platform 
communications payloada or any payload requiring dedicated link8 to an earth 
segment k the integrity of the transmission link budgets. The primary para- 
meters which determine transmission link integrity are EIRP (Effective Isotropic 
Radiated Power) and GIT (Ratio of Antenna Gain to Receive Syutem N d a e  Tem- 
perature). Given the characteristics of the earth stations needed to interface 
with the platform payloads the lfnk equations can be used to determine the pey- 
load EIRP and G/T parameters. These parameters must be such to compensate 
for link losses due to path attenuation, atmospheric loss, circuit loss, etc. 
The link analyses for communications paylands Nos. 4 through 12 are 
contained in the COMSAT report on mission and payload requirements. The 
payload #3 link budget is provided in the Aerospace report on platform feasibility. 
Direct to User Network & High Volunrt. Trunking Link Budgets - Payloads for 
the Direct to User and High Volume Trunking Systems have been described and 
discussed in the Geostationary Platform Feasiblity Study by the Aerospace 
Corporation. To meet the expanded traffic requirements generated by Task 1 
these payloads wem extensively modified. The madificat3ons increased payload 
capacity, introduced higher frequency bands, and had considerable impact on 
payload weight and power. To accommodate these modifications, the existing 
link budgets were revised and extended. The resulting DTU and HVT link 
budgets are based on the following assumptions: 
1. All traffic on the links is digital with transmission at specmed bit rntes. 
2. Up and down links me isolated in the sense that the received messages 
are demodulated, regenerated, buffered, and switched, etc . onboard 
the platform. Processed messages are modulated on to downlink carriers. 
3. Each downlink carrier has it6 own high power ainplifier or directly 
modulated power source, eliminating the need for back-off. 
4.  Rain margins are provided where necessary and supplemented by site 
diversity for HVT services. 
5. Adaptive polrritation techniques are uaed to compenmte for the effects 
of atmospheric d e p o ~ z a ~ .  
6. Link svaibbillty under atmospheric outage conditions will be: 
a. DTU (14/12 O H z  & 30120 OHz) - 99.5 percent 
b . HVT (6 / 4 OHz w .A adaptive polarization) - 99.99 percent 
o. HVT (30/20 GHz wfth cite d f ~ ~ r d t y )  - 99.99 percent 
Tables D-1 and D-2 show the up and down link budgets for the 14/12 GHz 
and 30120 CHz DTU payloads. 
Tables D-3 and D-4 show the up and down link budgets for the 6/4  GHz HVT 
payload using deplarization anmetion. 
Tablcs D-5 and D-6 show the up and down link budgets for the 30/20 GHz 
HVT payload site dversity with 35 km separation. 
Table D-7 summarizes the link rnargks. 
Table D-1. DTU UP-Links 
XRIT Power 
Feed Loss 
ET Antenna Size 
Surface Tol. 
E T  Antenna Effie. 
ET Antenna Gain 
Pointing Loss 
Totd  Attenuation 
Path Loss 
Rcvd Power dBU' -130.3 -138.9 
Sat. Ant. Diameter 
Sat. Ant. Beamwidth 
Sat. Ant. Efficiency 
Sat. Ant. EOB Gain 
Noise Temperature OK/(IB 1,000/30 1,000/30 
dB /H z 118.3 109.7 
Polarization 
Depolnrization - C R  dB 32.0 -- 
C,'I - multibeam 
C/I -Total 
.WDR BLV 
C/I - Total 
0 0 
hlbs/dB 64.78.1 64. $8. 1 
Modem Loss 
Feed Loss 
Snt. Ant. Diameter 
Sat. Ant. Beamwidth 
Sat. Ant. Pointing 
Sat. Ant. Efficiency 







ET Ant. Diameter 
ET Ant. Efficiency 
ET Ant. .Axial Cnin 
Noise Tempe rnture 
~ " i  - down 
0 
Polnri zation 
Depolari zntion C h 
C /I - Total 
\\'i th  Regene ration 
Availnble Eh/No 
Required E /N b 0 
hlnrgin 
Table D-2. DTU Down-links 
GHz 12.0 















dB 56,. 5 
" k:'dB 225/23.5 






dB .'Hz 97.8 

























ET Antenna Size 
Surface Tol. 
ET Antenna Effic. 







Sat. Ant. Di.mneter 
Sat. Ant. Beamwidth 
Sat. Ant. Efficiency 
Sat. .Ant. EOB Csin 
Noise Temperature 
Polarization 
Depolnrizstion - C,q 
C R  - multibeam 




Rcqui red E '?;o b 
(With Depolnrizstion Correction\ 
Chz 6 . 0  
W/dBMT 50/17 






dB 0 .5  
99.99 
dB 3 . 3  
dB 200.0 





" K i d B  1,000 '30 
dB /" K 20.0 





hIHz /dB 160 / P2 
dB /Hz 101.9 
dB /I1 z 101.7 
Jlbs/dR 256; 84.1 
dR 2 .0  
dl3 'Hz 15. t i  
dB 'Hz 11.1 




Sat. Ant. Diameter 
Sat. Ant. Beamwidth 
Sat. Ant. Pointing 
Sat. Ant. Efficiencv 







Table D-4. HVT 614 GHz Downlink 
(With Depolarization Correction) 
dD 2.0 
Meters 15.0 




dB W 48.0 
E T  Ant. Diameter Meters 12.0 i 
E T  Ant. Efficiencv 
E T  Ant. Axial Gain 
Noise Temperature 
C/N - down 
0 
Polarization 
C/I  - ToLd 
c'5 




Required E /N b 0 
hlnrgin 
Table D-5. HVT 30120 GHz Uplink 




UT/dB W 3001'24.8 
Feed Loss dB 1.0 
ET Antenna Size Meters 12.0 
Surface Tol. 
E T  Antenna Effic. 
ET Antenna Cain 
( A d d )  
EIRP 
Pointing Loss  
Mil <' 20.0 
70.0 
Total Attenuation dB 20.0 
Path Loss 
Rcvd Power 
Sat. Ant. Diameter Meters 4.0 
Sat. Ant. B e m v i d t h  Degree 0.35 
Sat. Ant. Efficiency 50.0 
Sat. Ant. EOB Gain dB 50.0 
Naise Tempe n t u r e  
C I'T 
" K,'dB 1.000 '30 
dB .'" K 20.0 
dB 'Hz  106.0 
Polarization Du a1 
Depolarization - C A  dB 22.0 








dB, H z  102.9 




Sat. Ant. Diameter 
Sat. Ant. Beamwidth 
Sat. Ant. Pointing 
Sat. Ant. Efficiency 







ET Ant. Diameter 
ET Ant. Efficiencv 
ET Ant. .Axial Gain 
Noise Temperature 
G/T 
C/N - down 
0 
Polarization 
C / I  - multibeam 
C A  - Total 
C/(No + 1; 
With Regene ration 
Available Eb/NO 
Required E /N b 0 
Margin 
Table D-6. HVT 30/ 20 GHz Downlink 






































Link Budget Item Notes 
1. Total attenuation includes atmospheric and precipitation losses. I t  i s  assumed that 
rain-induced outages will occur 0. 5% of the time for DTU traffic m d  0.01q of the 
time for HVT traffic. 
- 2. C roes polarization interference can be aggravated by rain-induced depolarization 
of dual polarized beams. Cancellation techniques have been developed which sub- 
stantiallv reduce the effect. 
3. The multibeam C A  for a contiguous beam DTU svstem with a 3 segment frequency 
distribution i? derived from a consideration of sidelobe interfellence into a central 
beam from surrounding rings of beams. A C,'i of 22db assumes CA contributions 
of 25 db from the f i rs t  and second rings. This level of interference would be 
produced by first  ring sidelobes of -33db and second ring sidelobes of -36db. 
An HVT beam system with bems isolated into singles and groups experiences 
reduced interference due to the smaller number of interferers ;ind can count on 
* 
a C ,?I of 24db o r  better. 
I t  should be noted that these C,4 estimates assume worst case gaussian 
interference.. Coherent sinusoidal interference could result in significantly 
greater C/I  ratios. 
4. The link performance requirements a re  given below. At d l  times a 3dB performance 
margin is the minimum acceptable. 
Link Bit Error Rates 
Service 
-- 
Total BER L'p!'Do\vn BER 
-1 - 5 







L APPENDIX E 
PAYLOAD DATA SHEETS 
I 
I 
. - - .  
Candidate Payload Data Summary - S heet 1 
Code So: COM 1.1 (WHtNTM) Descrtptbn: Provides d irect communfcation 
Name: Direct to User Networks between ueers at Ku Band frequencies via 
Category: Communications roof-top antennas. 
I Orbttpl Incattont s I: 110. W - - 
I B. Itanspon&r/Proces.or Configuration 
Antenna: Sensar Dan 
So. TBD 
Type : Offset fed ~arabolic reflector 
.Size: 6 meter 
Coverage. FCV: U ' v e  
So. of Beams Feeds: 260* 
Pattern/Be=\vtdth: 0.35' Per 
Max. Painting Error: 1). 03' 
- 
Sensitivity IC n: 20 dB/K 
,'EOC Gain: 50 dB EOC 
1 D. R~nsponderlRocessor Data 
So. 
Type: Regenerative 
nansrnit Frequency: 12 G H z  
Receive Frequencv: l4 GHz 
Bandwtdth(s)/Data Ratecs): 40 M H z  
Transmit Power(s )/EIRP: 2 watts 
Soise Figure/ Tempe ra ture : 1000*K 
lYpe of Access/Modulation: FDMA/TOMA 
--Board Swltchtng: OIx N) 400 x 400 
Other: 
I 
*See attachment for coverage pattern. 
1 
Payload Y 1.1 
Candidnu Psvload Dam Summarr - Shee r 1 Dam: 6/30/80 
\t'eiuht/ Power 
Estimates 
Sw!tcS 3buL~: 240 1 4000 
I 
Power Comertars: 50 ! 100 
Cabling, Harness e:c. 50 150 
Ground Sement 
So. of Snt ions / t '~ t :~ :  6000 plus 
. 4 n r a m  Slzets\: 4.5/7.O meter . 
Temperature: 
Rec trve F reque.?cie 12 GHz 
Transmit rreque2c:es: 14 GHz 
T r u m i t  Fbwer: 200 watts 
Other : 
Platform AMtude Con-1: ^ 
Thermal Conuol: TBD 
Payload Volume: TBD 
T,T~!Avtonlcs:  TBD Yes So 
JIisr ion Duration: 10 yra. 
Misrfon Duty Cycle: 1005 
bterconaectSwitch: (MxN TBD 
Other : 
A. Economic Data 
1. TraEic Capacity: 
2. Space Segment Cost: TBD 
3. Ground Segment Cost: TBD 
3. V s a  Communittes: Business, Institutions 
8. Other: 
Payload 4 1.1 
Csndtdnto Pavload Data Sumrnarv - - -  Sheet 3 Date: 6/30/80 
I. hvload Development Schedule I 
Item 
- 
Calendar Year I I 
I 
1. Desiga , , 
2. Development 1 
3. Fat~ication 
\ 
4. Integration J 
I 
3. Test i I 
J. Sumrttng Reeearch & Technolow Seeds 
1. Multi-beam antennas 
2. Large capacity digital matrix switch 
3. Solid state tranamf tters 
4. Low noise pre-amplifiers 
5. Lance scale intenntlon of micrawave 
~ a t h  transmission & switching 
R. Special Requirements 'Consazints 
1. Data a l s o  applies t o  3TV !,ayload at 19 degrees '; orbital l o c a t i o n .  
3. rayload capacity sized to aeet requirencnts of the noninal traffic model. 







OKIGWAL PAGE iS 
i j y  pt M I?? (:#UAI.m' 
Candidate Pavload Dam Summary' - S k e t t  1 
- 
Payload 1.2 
Code So: COM 1.2 (WH/hTM) 
-
Name: M m t  to Lser Nehvotks 
Category: Communications 
l i d -  
.Antenna Sensor D3n 
yo. 3 reflectors 
Type: Offset fed 
j i ~ ~ ? :  4 meters 
Coverage. F01' : \Vestern Hemisphere 
S o . o f B e m a . F e e d s :  100. 
Pattern/Bearn\vldtfi: 0.35. wr beam 
J I u .  Pointing Error: * 0.03' 
- 
Sensttlvity tG,' Ti: 20 
Peak EOC Gain: 51, AR 
Other: 
Dtscrtptbn: Provides direct c o m m u ~ c a t l o ~  
behveen users  at KP Band l r e ~ ~ c n c i e s  via , 
mf-too antennab. 
*Pwvfdea supplemental coverage of 
areas sewed by payload COSl 1.1. 
i 
So. 400 
~ansrnit  rcquency: 20 Gi!z 
Receive Freauencv: 30 GHz 
Transmit Powercs ,/ElRP: 5 Wntts 
Soise Figure:' Tempe r a  ture: 1000.K 
- 
On-Board Swltchlng: cJ1k N) 400 400 
Other: 
Payload 9 1.2 
Candidate Pavload Dan S m r 7  - Skeet 2 
E. WeighV Power We if& t Power 
-
Estrmates {Kg) mT) 
1. . U t ~ n n a ~ /  Sensors 80- - 
3. Receivers: 450 1 500 
3. 'Prazsinitters: 450 1 6000 
4. Proces sots : 100 1 500 
3. Switch JI~cLx: 240 4000 
I 
6. Power Corn-erters: =in t 300 
r. Cabling, Hzrness e tc. SO : 200 
3. Totals: 1420 - w o o  
9. Sotes: 
- 
C. Ground Sewenr 
I. So. of Snnoils; Ysers:  
2. . ~ t e m  5izels ,: 4.51'7.0 meter 
3. Bearnn'lc;t!hs~: 
4. Peak Gaincs;: 
5. Xoise Te~perarure: 400' K 
6. Receive F req~enc-e  s: 20 GHz 
7. Transmit Frequeac-es: 30 GHz 
3. ,Modulanon/~ccess: -rnnp~ 
9. Transmit Power: 200 Watts 
10. Other: 
F. Euopar t Requiremenb 
1. Sulighr,'Eclipse Power: 11,500 Watts 
2. Surrlighu Eclipse, Heat Loss: 9000 Watts 
3. Platform Attitude Control: * 0.1' 
4. Statioakecptng: 0.1" 
3. lhermal Control: 0 - 40" (2 
6. Payload Volume: TBD 
7 .  T,T&C/.Avionics: ?< Yes So 
9. Miss ion Duration: 8 Y rs. 
9. hlission Duty Cycle: 100% 
10. Interconnect Switch: MxNI TBD 
11. Other: 
H. Economic Data 
1. Traffic Capacity: 
2. Space Segment Cost: .T BD 
3. Ground Segnent Cost: 
4. Estimated Reven?le/Yr: - .- 
5. Cser Communities: Business Institutions 
6. Technologp Awilabilitp Date: 1995 
7 .  Market Med Date: 9000 
8. Other: 
Payload 4 1.2 
I. Pzyioad Development Schedule J. Supporttng Research & Technology Seeds 
2. Hiah camcitv did- 
3. Hinh efficiencv TWTS 
2 .  Development 
3. Fabrication 
4.  Integration 
m a w  
K. Special Requirements /Consasints 
1. Data also applies to DTL' payload at 15' W orbital location. 
2. Payload capacity sized to meet requirements of the Nominal Traffic Model. 
3. Atlantic location coverage pattern TBD. 
Candidate Pavload Data Summary - S he e t 1 
Payload rY 2.1 
Date: 6/30/80 
Code So: COM 2.1 - WH /NTM 
xame: Domes tic, Regional & T ransocean 
- . -  
'I m nldng Category: Communications 
Description: Provides high volume com- 
munications for domestic, regional and 
intercontinental traffic. 
Orbital Location(s): 110° W , _ 
A. AntenndSensor Configuration 
C. Antenna/Sensor Data 
1. No. 1 
2. .Type: Offset fed cassegrain dish 
3. .Size: 15 Meters 
Coverage/FOV: Western Hemisphere 
No. of Beams/Feeds: . 65* 
-- 
Pattern/Beamwidth: 0. 3S0 beams 
Max. Pointing Error: * 0.03" 
Sensitivity (G/T): 20 dB/K 
PeakiEOC Gab: 50 dB peak 
Other : 
*See attachment for coverage 
pattern. 
B. R ~ p o n d e r / P r o c e s s o r  Configuration 





Transmit Frequency: 4 GHz 
Receive Frequencv: 6 CHz 
Bandwfdth(s)/Data Rate(s): 160 MHz 
Transmit Power(s)/EIRP: 1.0 Watts I 
Noise Figure/ Tempe ratr~re: 1000°K 
Type of Access/'Modulation: FDM A/TDMA 
On-Board Switching: (Mx N) 125 x 125 
Other: 
, Payload Y 2.1 
Date: 6/30/80 Candidzte Rvload Dam Sum3ur  - Sheer 2 
E. \Vcipht/ Power tVei&t Tower F. Suoport Requiremaom 
- -
Estimates 
- (Kg) IIV) 
1. -4ntennnriSensors 100 - 1. Sunl i~t /Ecl ipe  Po-: 70d Watts 
2. Receivers: 150 1 50 2. Sunlig!it/Eclipse, Bau &art 550 Watts . 
3. fimsmit%rs: 80 ! 300 3. P!atform Attltude Control: + 0.1 
4. Processors: 50 i 1 50 4. SUrfonkecptng: 0. lo 
I 3. Switch SI~PLT: 30 250 5 a e r x a l  Control: 0 - 400 c 
-0 I 6. Power Coaverters: ' 30 6. Plyload Volume: 
7 .  Cabling, Harness e :c . 20 "0 
- 
- '. 7 ,  T&C:Avbafcs: x Yes ?ro 
3. Touls: 450 '700 5. :\I iss ion Dutatfon: 8 Yrs. 
9. Sotes: 9. lfissfon Duty Cycle: 1005 
1.0. Bterconnect Swftch: (MkM TBD 
11. Other: 
G. Ground Secrmenr H. Economic Data 
1. So. of Stltloas:Yser~: TBD 1. T r C i c  Capacity: 
- .  
.Urema Sizets *: 12 Meters . 2. Space Segment Cost: TBD 
B e l r n w ~ c ~ ~ s  ,: 2. G r s u d  Segment Cost: TBD 
Pesk Gain(s ,: 56 dB 4. Es emred Revenue/Pr: 
-- 
Soise Temperature: 9 0 -  3. Lscr Communities: PTT Agencies 
Receive Frecce?,c:cs: 4 CHz 6. Technology AmLlrbUity Date: l g g o  
lra.?srr.i t r e  cue - -  -- 5 :  7 .  Market 3eed Dntl: 1990 
lIodulation,'.4ccess : TDMA 8. Cther: 
Trmsmit Power: 50 \Yatts 
Other : 
Payload d 2.1 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - Sheet 3 
-- 
Date: 6/30/80 




a 1. Multi-beam Antenna 
2. Large capacity digital m a t h  switch 
1. Deslgn 3. Solid state transmitters 
2. Development 4. Low noise preamplifiers 
3. Fabrication 5. Lame scale intwration of microwave 
4. Integration circuits 
5. Test 
b 6. % t i c a l  SIWW 
K. Special R equirements/Conskaints 
1. Data also applies to HVT payload at 15' \V location. 
2. Pavload capacity sized to meet requirements of Kominal Traffic Model. 
3. Atlantic coverage patterns TBD. 
Candidate Pavload Data Summary - S he a t  1 
Payload 4 2.2 . 
Date: 6/30/80 
I 
Code Xo: COM 2.2 - NTM I Description: Provides high volume com- 
Same: DomesHc/Regional I munications £or domestic and rraional and 
Category: Communications I intercontinental traffic. 
Orbital Ucation(s): 110" W - I 
A. Antenna/Sensor Configuration 
Transpotwler . Dlock Diagrms Y 
I---- I IN -. *I
C. An te~a /Senso r  DaQ D. ~ansponder , /Processor  Data 
No. 1 
.Type: Offset fed reflector 
Coversge/FOV: Western Hemisphere 
No. of Beams/Feeds: . 35* approx. 
Pattern/Beamwidth: 0.35' beams 
Max. Pointing Error: i 0.03" 
Sensitivity (G/T): 20 dB/K 
PeakIEOC Gain: 50 dB EOC 
Other: 
*See attachment for coverage 
pattern. 
- - -  
Type: Regenerative 
Transmit Frequency: 20 GHz 
Receive Frequencv: 30 GHz 
Bandwldth(s)/Data Rate(s): 200 MHz 
Transmit Power(s)/EIRP: 10 Watts 
Noise Figure/ Temperature: looooK 
?Lpe of Access/Modulation: FDMA/TDMA 
On-Board Switching: (Mx N) 100 x 100 
Other: 
Payload iC 2.2 - 
Candidate Pavload Dam Summary Sneer 2 Dam: 
E. Weight/ Power - Weidit Power 
Estimates [Kg) \I\') 
1. .4nt~nn?\n,'Semors 3 0 - 
2. Receivers: 100 100 
3. Trwmitters: 140 / 2500 
 
3. Switch 3IoUi.r: 3 0 1 150 
I 
6. Power Cower*zrs: 2 0 1 150 
7. Cabling,Harnesserc. so I 100 
! 
3. Totals: 3 SO I 3200 
1. SunliqhdEcllpsePawer: 3200 
2. SunlighdEclipse, Heat Loss? 2200 . 
3. Platfora Attitude Con-1: * 0. 1" 
4. Statlonkeepbg 0.1" 
5. ~ e r m a l  Conuol: 0 - 40' C 
6. Payload Volume: TBD 
7 .  T, T&C/Avlonics: s Yes SO 
9. llission Duration: 8 Y rs. 
9. Misston Duty Cycle: . 100% 
10. loterconnect Switch: (NFN TBD 
11. Other: 
C .  Ground Sement 
1. So. of Stations; t ' s e r s :  
3,. Antenna Sizels I :  12 Meters 
3. Beamwidth1 s I: 
4. Peak Gaincs): 69 dB 
5. Noise Tempemwe: . 478°K 
6. Receive Freque~cies:  20 CHz 
7. Transmit Freq~eacic  s: 30 GHz 
9. ~oduiation/Access: TDhIA 





Space Segment Cost: TBD 
Ground Segment Cost: 
Estimated Reveuue/Yr: .. -- 
User Communities: PTT Agencies 
Technology AailabUity Date: 1990 
Market Need Date: 1990 
I 
Other: 
Pay load 4 2.2 
Candidate Pavload Data Summarv - She= t 3 
1. Pavload Development Schedule J. Supporting Research & Technology Seeds 
1:em 
- Calendar Year , 1. Multi-beam Antenna 
1. Design - 
2. Development 
2. Satellite Switch 
I 
I 
4. Low Noise Preamulifiers 




5. Large scale integration of microwave 
circuits 
6. Outical uath transmission & switching 
I 
K. Special Requirements!Cons~alnts 
1. Data also applies to HVT payload at 15' W orbital location. 
2. Payload capacity sized to meet requirements of the Xominal Traffic Model. 
3. AtlanHc Region coverage patterns TBD. 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - S he e t 1 
Payload ly 1 1 HTM 
Date: 6-30-80 
Code So: 1.1 - HTM 
Name: Direct-to-U ser Networks 
Category: Communications 
Orbital Lncation(s): l l o O  w - 
Descrtption: Provides direct communlcatlon 
between users at Ku Band freauencies via 
mot-too antennas. 
A. Antenna/Sensor Configuration B. Tramponder/Processor Conflguratlon I 
C. Antenna/Sensor Dam I D. TTai~spondedProcesr Data 
1. So. 2 No. 500 4 0 . ~ ~ 2  transponders I l* 
2. .Type: Cffset fed reflector 1 2*  T y p s  Regenerative 
3. .Size: 20 Met~rs 3 m  TFansrnit Frequency: 1 
Coverage/FOV: Western Hemisphere 
Yo. of Beams/Feeds: . TBD 
Max. PointingError: 0*01° 
Sensitivity (G/T): 30 dB/OK 
PeaWEOC Galn: 60 dB EOC 
Other: 
Receive Frequencv: 14 C,Hz 
Bandwldth(s)/Data Ratecs): 40 MHz 
Transmit Power(s)/EIRp: 2 Watts 
Xoise Figure/ Temperature: 1000°K 
Type of Access /ModuLatton: FDM A/TDMA 
On-Board Switching: (MX N) 500 x 500 
Other: 
Candtchte Psyload Dam Summarv - Shoe t 2 
Payload b 1.1 HTM 
Date: 6/30/80 
E. Weight/Power Weight Power F. Support Requirements 
Estimates (Kg) IIV, 
1. htennas/Sellsors - 1. Sunlight/Ecllp8e Power: 8 5 ~ ~  
2. Receivers: 
-% 2. Sualight/~citpse, Heat Loss: 5700 . 3. Transmttters: 3. Platform ARihlc1e Control: t 0.1' 
4. Processors: 4. Stationkeeping * 0. 1' 
5. Switch 3tatrLx: 
a .- 
5. Thermal Control: TBD 
6. Power Cowerters: 6. Bvload Volume: TBD 
7. Cabling, Harness e tc. -50 1. 7.. T&C!Avlonhs: Yes ?Jo 
9. Totals: 1440 7500 8. bIission Duration: 10 Years 
9. Mtes: 9. Mission Duty Cycle: 100% 
10. l n t e r c o ~ e c t  Switch: (%IxN\ TBD 
11 Other: 
G. Ground Segment H. Economic Data 
1. No. of StaUons/Users: - 1. Traffic Capacity: 
2. Antenna Size@): 4.5/7.O Meters - 2. Space Segment Cost: 
3. Beamwidth@): - 3. Ground Segment Cost: 
4. Peak Gain@): 58 d B  4. Estimated Revenue/Yr: --. 
5. Noise Temperature: 225°K 5. ~ s e r  communities: Business Institutions 
6. Receive Frequencies: 17 CHz 6. Technology A\sil&Uity Date: 1995 
7. Transmit Frequencies:  14 GHz 7. Market Need Date: 1995 
8. Modulation/~ccess: TDMA 8. Other: 
9. Ttansmtt Power: 200 Watt8 
10. Other: 
Payload i 1.1 HTM 




Optical path transmission & switchinfg 
R Special ~equirements /Constraints 
1. This payload has been designed to provide a capacity of 1000 equivalent 40 MHz 
transponders. 
2. Two payloads of this capacity are  needed to meet the requirements of the High 
Traffic Model a t  the Western Hemisphere orbital location (110' W). 
3. One payload of this capacity is needed to meet the requirements of the High 
Traffic Model at the Atlantic orbital location (15' H'). 
Antenm coverage patterns a re  TBD. 
E- 16 
Payload 1.2 HTM 
Candidate Pavload Data Summam - S heet 1 6/30/80 Dam: 
Code So: 1.2 - HTM i Descrlptbn: Pmvldes direzt eornmunicatlon 
Name: Mrect-@-User Networka 
Category: Conununications 
Orbital Locatioa(s): 110. W - - 
A. ~ntenna/Sensor Configuratton 
between users a t  Ka Band frequencies via 
mof-top antennae. 
B. Traasponder/Processot Configuratton 
No. 2 
.Type: Offset fed reflector 
.Size: 10 Meters 
CoverageiFOV: Western Hemisphere 
No. of Bcams/Feeds:. TBD 
RtterdBeamwtdth: 0.1. ~ e r  beam 
Max. Pointing Error: 0.01. 
Sensitivity (G/T): 30 W O K  
PcakIEOC Gain: 60 dB EOC 
Other: 
No. 500 
Typc  Regenerative 
Transmit Frequency: 20 GHz 
Receive Frequencv: 30 GHz 
h.ansmit Powercs)/EIRP: 5 Watts 
Xoise Figure/ Temperature: 10OO~K 
lype of Access /Modulation: FDMA/TDMA 
On-Board Switching: tMx N) 500 500 
Other : 
- 
Payload ff 1.2 HTM 
Candtdrta Pavload DptaSummary - Sheet 2 ate: 6/30/80 
E. \Veight/Power \Velght Power F. Support Requiremenm 
Eathates  cKIJ) (IV ) 
1. ~ n t e ~ a a / S e l l s o r s  1. Sunlight/Ecltpre Power: 14,000 
2. R e c e t v ~ s :  
3. Transmitters: 3. Platform Attitude Control: 0.1' 
4. Procesmors: 4. Stattonketpbg: 0. 1' 
5. Switch 1Mnwix: 4,000 5. Thermal Control: 0 - 40' C 
6, Power Converters: 300 6. Plyload Volume: TBD 
7. Cabling, Harness tc. '77 .  T, T&C/Mntcs:  ,y Yes So 
8. Totals: 1 440 14 000 8. Misston Duration: 8 Years 
9. Notes: 9. Mtsston Duty Cycle: 1005 
10. Interconnect Swttch: (mN) TBD 
11. Other: 
G. Ground Segment H. Economic Data 
1. No. of StationsIUsers: 1. Traffic Capacity: - 
2. A*- ~ize(8) ;  4.5/7.0 Meters 2. Space Segment Cost: - '  
3. Beamwtdth(s): - 3. Ground Segment Coat: 
4. Peak Catn(s): - 4. Estimated ~evtnue/Yr:  --. 
5. M i r e  Temperature: 400% 5. Use r  Communtties: Business Instttuttons 
6. Receive Frequencies: 20GHz 6. Technology Availrrbiltty Date: 1995 
7. 'Lransmit Frequencies: 30 GHz 7. Market Xeed Date: 2000 
8. Modulatlon/~ccess: TDM A 8. Other: 
9. Tmcumit Power: 200 Watts 
10. Other: 
Cnndldrte Paybad Dam Summmry - Sheet 3 
-- 




I. Papload Development Schedule 
Item 
- Calendar Year I J 
1. Development  
4. Integration 
5. Test '1 
1. Multi-beam antennas 
3. Solid state transmitters 
4. Law noise prempllflers 
5. Large scale integration of microwave 
. 
circuits 
6, Optical path transmission and swi tch iq  
K. Special Requlrement3/Constta~ts 
1. Thin payload has been designed to provide a capacity of lil00 equivalent 40 MHz 
transponders. 
2. Two payloads of this capacity a r e  needed to meet the requirements of the High 
Traffic Model a t  the Western Hemisphere orbital location. 
3. One payload of this capacity IR needed to meet the requir~menta of the High Tmffic 
b!odel at the Atlantic orbital location. 
4. Antenna coverage patterns a r e  TBD. 
Payload + 2.1-HTM 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - S  hee t 1 I% te: 6/30/80 
Code so: COM 2.1-KTM Description: Provides high volume com- I 
Name: Domestir. Regional & Transocean I m u n i c a ~ o ~  for d o n  sac  a d  
T ~ n k i u g  
Category: Communications 
Orbital Lncation(s): l l0W - - 
C. ' a t e d S e n s o r  Data 
2. .Type: Offset-fed reflector 
3. .Size: 60 meters 
4. Coverage/FOV: - 
7. Max. Painting Er+or: - 0.01" 
8. Sensitivity (G/T): 30 dB/% 
9. ~eak/"OC Gain: 60 d B  EOC 
10. Other: 
intercontinental traffic. 
B. lYansponder/Processor Configuration 
Pans  ponder/ Processor Data 
KO. 125 
T Y P ~  Regenerative 
Transmit Frequency: GHz 
Receive Frequencv: 6 GHz 
Bandwidth(s)/Data Rate@): 160 
Transmit Power(s)/EIRP: 1- 0 Watts 
ljoise Figure/ Temperature: 1000°K 
Type of Access /Modulation: FDMA/tdma 
On-Board Switching: (?rIx N) 125 x 125 
0% .er : 
Payload R 2.1-HTM 
Candidate Payload Data Su- - Shee t 2 Date: 6/30/80 ' 
E. \Vei&t/Power Weight Power 
Estimates (Kg) (W )
1. Antennas/Sensors - 
2. Receivers: rfqT 
3. Transmitters: 80 1 500 
I
F. Support Requirements 
1. Sun1igh~'~clipse Power: 1200 
2. Sunlight/Eclipse,Heat Loss: 1050 
I 
3. Platform Attitude Control: * O- 1" 
4. Processors: 50 * 0. lo 
I I 
5. Switch Matrix: 30 1 400 
-1
6. Power Converters: 20 I 50 
- 
7. Cabling, Harness e tc. 20 50 
8. Totals: 850 1 1200 
5. ?herma1 Control: 0 - 4092 
6. Payload Volume: TBD 
7. T, T&C/Avionics: Y e s  XO 
8. 31 ission Duration: 8 Years 
9. Mission Duty Cycle: 100% 
10. Interconnect Switch: (MxM 
11. Other: 
Ground Segment 
1. No. ofStations/Users: - 
2. Antenna Size(s): 12 meters 
4. Peak Gain@): 56 dB 
5. Noise Temperature: 214°K 
6. Receive Frequencies: 4 GHz 
7. Transmit Frequencies: 6 GHz 
8. Modulation/~ccess: TDMA 
9. 'Raasmit PPwer- 50 Watts 
10. Other: 
H. Economic Data 
1. Traffic Capacity: 
2. Space Segment Cost: 
3. Ground Segment Cost: 
4. Estimated Revenue/Yr: 
- - -  
5. Vser Communities: PTT Agencies 
6. Technology Availability Date: 1990 
7. Market Seed Date: 1990 
8. Other: 
Payload d Z.l+TM 
Candidata Paybad Data Swnmuy - Sheet 3 Date: 6/30/80 
-9 
I. Payload Development Schedule J. Supporting Research & Technoloql Needs 
Item 
- Calendar Year 1- Mulubeam Antenna 
r~ c a w t v  Mat* s ~ b h  
. 
1. Design 3. So- 




I  - 6. q ~ t i c a l  Path Tnnsmission t3 Switchiw 
I 
K. Special Requirements/Conshaiats 
1. Data also applies to HIT payload at 159V location. 
2. Payload capacity sized to meet requirements of the High Traffic Blodel. 
3. Coverage patterns TBD. 
Payload .'f 2.2-HTM 
Candtdab Pavload Dam Summarp - Sheet 1 Eats: 6/30/80 
Code No: COM-2.2-HTM 
Name: Domes tic, Regional & T ransocean 
-1 runKlnlF 
Category: Communications 
Orbital Location(s ): 110" - 
A. Antenna/Sensor Configuration 
.Antenna/ Sensor Dab 
30. 1 
.Type : Offset fed reflector 
.Size : 10 meters 
~ ~ v e r a g e , ' ~ ~ ~ :  \Vestern Hemisphere 
So. of Beams/Feeds: - 
PatterdBeamwidth: 0- 1 ' W'r beam 
Ma.. Pointing Error: 0.01" 
Sensitivity (G/T): 30 dB/K 
9. PeaW EOC Gain: 60 dB EOC 
10. Other: 
Description: Provides high volume communi- 
cations for domestic, regional and inter- 
- 
continental traffic. 
E;. Transponder/Processor Configuration 
Transpanfer- BbCk Diagrams 
RF 
D. Trmspond~r./Prscessor Data 
1. so. 100 
2. Type: Regenerative 
3. Transmit Frequency: 20 GHz 
4. Recc!ve Frequencv: 30 GHz 
5. Banciwidth(s);Data Rate(s): 200 MHz 
6. Transmit Power(s)/EIRP: 10 tVatts 
- 
(. Xoise Figure/ Temperature: 1000°K 
8. of Access, SIodulation: TDMA 
9. On-Board Switching: (3Ix N) 100 u 100 
, 1Q Other: 
Payload # 2.2-HTM 
Candidate Pavload Dam Summary - Sheet 2 Date: 
E. Weight/Power Weight Power 





5. Switch Matrix: 
6. Power Converters: ,T 
7. Cabling, Harness e tc. 20 100 
8. Totals: 450 4000 
9. Xotes: 
F. Support Iiequirements 
. Sunlight/Eclipse Power: 4C00 
2. Sunlight/Eclipse, Heat Loss: 3000 
3. Platform Attitude Control: * 0.1" 
4. S tationkeeping: + 0.1' 
3. Thermzl Control: 0-40°C 
- 6. Payload Volume: 
7. T, T&C/Avionics: x Yes xo 
8. Mission Duration: 9 Sears 
9. Mission Duty Cycle: 100% 
10. Interconnect Switch: (MxN) TBD 
11. Other: 
G. Ground Segment 
1. No. of Stations/Users: - 
2. Antenna Size@): 12 meters 
3. Beamwidth(s): - 
4. PeakGain(s): 69 dB 
5. Xoise Temperature: 478°K 
6. Receive Frequencies: 
7. 'Lransmit Frequencies:- 
8. ~odulation/Access: -A 
9. Transmit Power: 300 Watts 
H. Economic Data 
1. Traffic Capac'.ty: 
2. Space Segment Cost: 
3. Ground Segment Cost: 
4. Estimated ~evenue/Yr: ---   
5. t'ser Communities: PTT *gencies 
6. Technology A~i labi l i ty  Date: lggO 
7 .  Market Seed Date: 1990 
4 
8. Other: 
i 10. Other: 
I I 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - Sheet 3 
-- 
Payload B 2- 2*TM 
I. Pavioad Development Schedule 
I tern 
- I Calendar Year 
1. Design rn 
2. Development 
4. Integration I 1 
3. Test 1 1 
J. Supporting Research & Technology Needs 
1. Multibeam Antenna 
2. H i ~ h  Ca~ac ih .  Matrix Swltch 
3. S l i d  State Transmitters 
4. Low Noise Preamplifiers 
5. Large Scale Intwration of Microwave 
Circuits 
6. %tical Path Transmission & Switching 
Special Requirements /Constraints 
1. Data also applies to H \ T  payload at 159V location. 
2. Payload capacity sized to meet requirements of the High Traffic Model. 
3. Coverage Patterns TBD. 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - S he c t 1 Dae: 3-14-80 
Code No: COM 3 - WH ' ~escdption:  Provides TV program dfstfi- 
m e :  TV Mstribution butlon for Network Broadcasts, CATV 
Catsgbry: Communicatio~ and other vldeo transmissions 
Orbital &caUon(s): 110. W - 
A. &tenna/Sensor Configuration 
POL SEN 
SUR F Ttotrqmrder Block Diagrams .* Y 
No. 2 
.Type: Offset-fed reflector 
.Si ie:  1. S meters 
No. of Beams/keeds: 65 
>h.~. Pbfnttng Error: c I: lo 
~msitivft~ (G/n: 10 DbK 
Peak/EOC Gain: 40 dB EOC 
Other: 
Ransponder/Rocessor Data 
T y p e  Regenerative Repeater 
Receive Frequencv: 17.1 - 17.6 GiIZ 
Noise Figure/' Tempe ramre: 1000°K 
me of Access, >Iodulation: QFSK/SSTD>I-A 
On-Board Switching: r31.1x N) 50 , :n 
Other: 
Payload 3 
Candidate Psvload Data S u m m U Y  - Sheet 2 Dats: 3-14-80 
E. Weight/Powcr Welght Power 
Estimates (Kg) Po 
1. ~ n t - / b ~ o t s  2 0 - 
2. Recstvers: 50 200 
3. Tranarnitt~rs: 300 3200 
4. Processors: 2 5 200 
3. Switch l&trL% 5 50 
6. Power Converters: 10 200 
1 .  
3 .  Totals: 4000 
9. .Votes: 
G. Ground Seqment 
1. So. ofStatlons/Users: - 
3. Antenna Stzets): 4.3  meters - 
3. Besmwidth(s): 0.5" 
4. Peak Gain@): 52 dB 
5. Xoise Temperature: 220" K 
6. Receive Frequencies: 12- 2 - i2* =HZ 
7 .  Transmit Frequencies: 17.1 - 17.6 CHz 
9. ~ o d u l a t i o n ~ ~ c c e s s :  QPSK/TD;MX 
9. Trvwmit Power: 60 Watts 
10. Other: 
F. Support Requirement8 
I. s ~ n l i g h t / ~ c l f p ~ e  P o w :  ,4000 Watts 
2. Sw.ight/Eclipse, Heat b a s t  3250 Warn 
3. Plaform Attltude Control: * 0-5' 
4. S tationkeepins: *0.l0 
3. 7YwrmalControl: - l 
6. Payload Volume: TBD 
7. T, T&C/.lvfonlcS: X Yes ?jo 
8. ~ i s s  ton ~ u n t i o n :  9 Years 
9. Miss:on Duty Cycle: loo? 
10. Interconnect Swltch: !MxN TBD 
11. Other: 
R. Economic Data 
1. Traffic Capacity: 1600 channels 
2. Space Segment Cost: 
3. Grouad Segment Cost: 
4. Estimated Revenue/Yr: --. 
5. User C~mmunfties: Senvorks. U T V  
6. Technology ~~Llabi l t ty  Date: 1985 
7 .  Market Yeed Date: 1967 
8. Other: 
Candidate Payload Data Suarmary - Shee t 3 
--
Pay load # 3 
Date: 3 1 1 4  I80 
1. Payload Development Schedule .I. Supportlnq Research & Technology Needs 
Item 
- Calendar Year t 1. ;~ulti-beam m e n h a  
2. Digftal Mat* Switch 
1. Design 3. Solid State Transmitters 
- 
2. Development 4. Low Noise Preamplifiers 
3. Fabrication 
4. Integration 
5. Test i 
K. Special Requirements/Cons*aints 
1. Data also applied to payload at lS0\V location. Antenna coverage patterns 
TBD. 
Payload iC 4 
Candidat8 Payload Data Summant - S he e t 1 Dab: - 3- 18-80 
Code No: COM 4 - WH 
Name: Tracking & Data Relay 
Cabgary: Communications 
Descrlptlon: - This fmy 
low orbit and other satellites to a central 
earth station in CONUS. 
- 
See also Attachment 3 1 
2'3 See Attac:lment rrc 
C . Antennai'Sensor Data 
1. Yo. 4 
2. .Type: Centerfed reflectors/Phased arrav 
3. .Size: 5m f2) 2m (1). Arrav ( L O  elemepts) 
4. Coverage/FOV: Swt and area 
5. No. of ~eams/Feeds: 4 
6. patterdBeamwldth: - 
7 .  ~ 3 ~ t .  P3Lllthg Error: * 0.5' 
g. smsindty (G/T): 21/27 00. -6:12(S) dB/l: 




T Y P ~  Processing 
Transmit J? requency: 13.7 2.1 CH 
Receive Frcquencv: 14*: g: l5 G H ~  
~andwtdth(s)/Data Rate(s): 50 >IH, (K) 
nansmit Powet(s)/EIRP: 1.6/30(K). 26/30 (S) 
Noise Figure/ Temperature: - 
Type of Access/Modulatlon: F DhM!TDi\W 
On-Bard Switchfng: (Mx N) TBD 
10. Other: 
Payload # 4 - 
E. Welght/Pawer Wetltht Power F. Support Requiremenu 
Esttmatcs 
- (KIT) (w 
1. AnteMM/senrom 
2. Receivers: 





5. Switch Mafrtx: 
6. Power C o n v e r t s ~ :  
7. Cabling, W.rness e tc. 
3. TotaJ.il: 330 r 680 
3. Notes: 
8unlight/Eclipse Power: 680 Watts 
Sunlighr/Eclipre. Heat Iarrr 620 Waty  
Platform A ttttude Control: i 0.1 
S tationkeep- NA 
?herma1 Control: - TBD 
Payload Volume: TBD 




Misston Duty Cycic; lOWt 
10. htercomect  Switch: (MXN) rBD 
11. O h r :  
- 
G. Ground Segment H. Economic Data 
1. No. of Shtlona/Users: 1 1. Traffic Capacity: 
2. Antenna Size(s): 18 meter . 2. Space Segment Cost: 
3. Beamwidth(s ): 0. l o  3. Ground Segment Cost: 
4. PeakGain(8): 64 dB 4. Estimated Revenue/Yr: --. -
5. Notse Temperature: 450" K 5. UserCom.munlties: NASA.LhD 
, 
6. Receive Frequencies: 13.7 CHz 6. T e c h l o g y  .\milability Date: Now 
7. Zhnarnit Frequencies:  14. 7 GHz 7. Market Need Date: 1990 
8. Modulatlon/Access : F DMA/TDlU 8. Other: 
, 
9. Ransmi t  mwer: 5.0 Watts 
10. Other: See Section K for  low orbit satellite 
- 
Candtdatb Pavlond - Data Summary - Sheet 3 
Pavload Development Schedule 1- ! J. SupportLnq ~esearch 61 ~echnalow seecis I 
Item 
- e Calendar Year 
Development 
5. Test I I 
K. Special Requirements /Cons tratnts 
1. This mission is based on the current TDR requirements. It includes both 
fixed (phased array) and moving (center fed) antennas to track one or  
multiple !ow-orbit satellites. Up- and down-links are in the N A S A  S and K 
bands. 
I f  relay via a distant Gmstationary Platform is needed (thus providing 
global coverage without "blind spot3"). it is via another service (1S.L: link. 
2. Low orbit satellite terminal. 
Antenna : - 1. S meter dish 
Transmit Frequency : 2.25, 2.2875 & 15.0034 CHz 
Receive Frequency : 2.05, 2.10C41 a 13.775 GHz 
Bandwidth: 50 kHz, 12 51Hz k 25 MHz 
System Noise Temperature : 450°K 
Modulation/l\lultiple Access: SCPC ITDMA 
3. Data also applies to  payload at 15%' orbital location. 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - Sheet 4 
TDRSS Comrmnicntion Subnystta Simplified Dlock Diagram 
- - - - -  
Pnylond b4 
I 
Candidrta Rylord Doto Summaq - S h e e  t 1 
Payload # 5 
Coda HO: COM 5 - WH Deacriptlan: Provides access to learning 
Name: Educational Televl~ion resource centers bv remote schools. c o w e s  
Category: Cornmunicatlo~ . 
Orbital bcstloa(8): . . 20. w - - 
See also Attachment 1. 
A. Antenna/Selsor Configuration 
C. Antenna/Sensor Data 
8 1. No. 1. No. 16 
2. .Type: Fixed Offset  f ed  reflectors 2. Typt: Translating 
3. .Size: 3.0m (4)  & 1,Sm (4)  Transmit requency: 2.5 GH, 
Coverage/FOV: s o .  A m e ~ l c a / S o ,  America I 
No. of Beamr/Feeds: 8 1 5 *  
Max. Pomtlng Error: * 0.1' 
- 1 7*  
Sensitivity W T 7 :  17 dB/K 1 
PcEk/ EOC Gala: 30 d B  
Receive Free;.,: ~ c v :  14 CHZ 
Transmit Fbwer(s,/EIRP: 6 W  ;36 dRW 
--- 
Noise Ftgurei Tempe ratute: l o o O K  
On-Board Switching: (Mx N )  S A  
Other: 
- 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - Shoe t 2 
Payload B 5 - I 
mts: March 24, 1980 
E. Weight/Power - W e l e  Power 
Estimates (Kg) Pi 
1. A n ~ / S o ~ o r a  55 - 
2. Receivers: 50 50 
3. ~ ~ l t t e r s :  350 320 
- 
4. Procesrors: - 
5. Switch Matrfx: - - 
6. Pawer Converters: 2 5 30 
7. Cabling, n r n e s s  e tc. 
8. T o m :  480 400 
9. Notes: 
1. No. of Stations/Users: - 
2. Antenna Slze(8): 5 m (3 m) 
Peak Gain@): 55 db (35 db) 
5. Noise Temperature: (100" K) 
6. Receive Frequencies: (2.5 GHz) 
7. 'fianamit Frequencies: 14 GH, 
F. Support Requirements 
PlatfarmAffltudeControl: i0.1' 
S tattonkeepin.@ * 0. 1" 
Thermal Control: 0 to 40' C. 
Payload Volume: TBD 
T, T&C/Avtoni~~: Ye8 No 
Mission Duration: 10 Years 
Mission mty cycle: Off during eclipse 




1. lratfic capacity: 32 Channels 
2. Space Segment Cost: 
3. Ground Segment Cost: 
4. Es tlmated ~evenue/Yr: --. 
1 5. V ~ e r  Communities: Educational Institution 
6. Technology Availability Date: Now 
7. Market Need Date: 1980 
I 
8. ~odula t ion~~ccess :  F M/SCPT I 8. Other: 
9. Transraft Power: 2W per channel 
10. Other: G/T = 15 dB/K 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - Sheet 3 
-- 
Payload 4 5 
Date: 3-24-80 
I. Payload Development Schedule J. Supporting Research & Technoloqy Yeeds 
Item 








K. Special Requirements/ConstraLnts 
1. Time zone down-link beams are used in the U S A .  Canndn nnd Jlexico. 
Regionnl spot beams are used in South nnd Centrol Americn. These missions 
may be turned off during Eclipse. 
2. Data d s o  npp!ies to payload nt 15OW orbital location. 
Candidate Pnvlond Data Summarv - Sheet 1 
Payload C 6 
Date: July 24, 1979 
Code No: COM G - WH 
Name: Direct to Home TV 
Category: -- ( ' ~mmunications 
Orbital Location(s): l l o O  W- - 
A. Ante~a/StmSor Configuration 
C. =\ntemaiSensor Dam 
1. No. 2 
2. .Type: Centerfed reflectors 
Cover age: FOV: Regional 
5. No. ofBeams/Feeds: -4 
6. Pattern/Beamwidth: 30 40 
7 .  Mnx. Pointing Error: * 0.1" 
8. Sensitivity ( G / T ) :  1% 5 - 
9. Peak EOC Gab: 30 dB EOC 
Description: Relays color T V  ~roar,ms 
directlv to the home owner. 
See also Attachment # 1 
B. 'It.msponder/Processor Configuration 
I 2. Type: Frequency Tr:mslnting 
1 3* Transmit Frequency: 700 3111~ I 4. Receive Frequencv: l.(-.'S 
I 7 .  Noise Figure; Tempe rarure:  379" 
I ?. On-Bonrd Switching: (blx X )  N. I\. 
10. Other: la  Other: 
Candidte Rylond Dnta Sumrnarv - Sheet L 
Payload 4 6 
E. Weight/Power Weight Power --- 
Estimates 




3. Switch Mntrtu: 
6. Power Converters: 
7 .  Cabling, Harness e tc. 50 
3. Totnls: 
9. Notes: 
F. Support Requirements 
Sunltght/Ecltpse Power: 2 100 '250 
Sunltght/Ecllpse, Heat Loss: 16001 250 
Platform ..\ttttude Control: * 0. lo 
Stattonkeeptng: t 0.1" 
Thermal Control: 0 to 40' C 
Pavload Volume: T R D  
T, T&C, Avionics: S Yes ?;o 
3lission Duration: 10 yrs. 
Mission Duty Cycle: Sot hiring eclipse 
Interconnect Switch: (MxN) X .  A,  
G. Ground Segment Receive (Trnnamit) 
1. Yo. of Stations/Users: 
2. Antenna Slzets): 2.5 m (4.5 m) 
3. Beamwidth(s): - 1 ((1.5" \
4. PeakGaFn(s): - 25 dr3 ( 5 0  ~i 11) 
5. ZiolseTemper3ture: l i > " O 0 K  
6. Receive Frequencies:  700  Jill, 
7 .  Transmi t  Frequencies:  (14 .25  GI{,\ 
H. Economic Data 
1. Traific Capacitv: $ ch;lnnels 
2. Space Segment Cost: 
3. Ground Segment Cost: 
4. Estinlnted Revenue, I'r: 
5 .  rser Communtties: Chvt., 1':1\ TI', 310~ic C(3s .  
6. Technology .\\atl&iltty Dnte: So\\. 
. Market Need Date: 1997 
10. Other: I 
Candihte Ryload Data Summary - Sheet 3 
- 
Payload # 6 
Date: julv 24.  1979 





2.  Development 
I I I 
4. Integration 
5. Test 
K. Special iiequirements .'Constraints 
1. During eclipse it may be possible to turn off trnnsmitters to reduce DC power 
storage needs. 
2 .  Data nlso ~ p p l i e s  to  payload at lSOW orbital locntion. 
Candidate Favlond Data Summnrv - Sheet I 
Payload ?$ 
mb: lllarch 2 7 ,  1980 
Code So: C Q ~ I  7 - WH 
Name: Mobile Air  
Category: Communicntions 
Orbital tocation(s): - 
Description: Protides corl- 
nnvigation to/ from commercial aircraft. 
R. Transponder "Processor Configuration 
C.  Antenna. Sensor Dam 
- 
1 D. nmsponder  Processor Dnu  
1. Zio. 2 
3.  type:^ 12 Helix nrrny i% horn 
One meter 3. .Size: - -_. , 
L 
Coverage, FOV: Glot~al 
1. xo. 4  
3. Ransmit Frequency: I.(;, (3. $3 GI{,\ 
F?tttern,'Beamwidth: Earth covcrnge I 6-  
MZY. hinting Error: + 0.1.' 
- 
Sensltiaty(C/T) - 1 1 . 3  ( L ) ,  - 1 6 . 5  ( C )  dB/K 8. 
EOC Gnin: 16.4 dB ( L ) .  - 1 5 . 5  dB (c) I e .  
Other: 
R e c e i v e  Frequencv: 
Ehndtvfdthrs,. Dab Ratels): 80 k H z  ( 0 . 4  A ~ H z )  
Ransrntt Powertsr EIRP: 1002''(L) * 
Sotse Figure Temperature: :13.1° K 
v p e  of Access, 3Iodulatton: SCPC Phl 
- 
On-Board Switching: $I* N) X. .-I. 
Other: 
Candidate av load  Data Summarv - Sheet 2 
Payload i 'i 
~ ~ e :  March 27. 1980 
E. Weight/pcJwer tVei&t - Power 
Estimates (Kg) (IV 
1. Xntenms/Sensors 
2. Receivers: 
3. Transmttters: ** 
C1 4. Processors: - - 
- 5. Switch &Iah.'Lu: - 4 
6. Power Convertei2: 
7 .  Cabling, Harness e tc. 
8. Totals: 
-Fe- 
200 1 1200 
S. Sotes: 
F. Support Requirements 
1. ~unlight/Eclipse Power: 1200 Watts 
2. ~unilght/Ecltpee, Heat Loss: 800 
3. Platform Attitude Control: 
4. Statienkeeping: X. A. 
3, Thermal Control: 0 to 40" C 
6. Byload Volume: TRD 
7 .  T, T&C,:.\vionics: Yes 50 
I 
i 3. ~ ~ i s s i o n  Duration: S r s .  
9. Mission Duty Cycle: 100: 
10. Interconnect Switch: (@IxN TUD 
11. Other: 
G. Ground Segment Land (A,'Cj 
1. IVo. of S&ations/Users: 
2. Antenna S ize(S l: 7 meter (0.8 meter) 
3.  Bearnwidth(s): 0.5" (17') 
4. Peak Gaincs): 4s d n  (20 d m  
5 .  YoiseTemperature: 1'34 (3.54)"K 
6. Receive Frequencies: 5.125 (1. 5 )  GHZ 
ZransmitFrequencies :  5 - 3 8  (l.G\GH, I .  
3. h~odula t iod~ccess :  SCPCIPhl 
9, ~ r a n s m i t  power: 50W ( zzOW) 
10. Other: 
H. Economic Data 
1. Traific Capacity: 
3,. Space Segment Cost: 
3. Ground Segment Cost: 
4. Estimated Revenue/'Sr: 
5. Cser Communities: ;lirlines 6: Cov't. 
6. Technology Acailabillty Date: SON' 
7 .  Market Yeed Date: 1985 
8. Other: 
Candidate Psvload Data Summarv - Shee t 3 
-- 
Payload Y 7 
Date: _Much 27. 1980 





1. Design I l  
2. Development 
3. F a h  icstion 
4. Integration 
5. Test 
J. Suppoortlnq Research & Technolosp Needs 
K. Special Requirernents/Cons&a ints 
1. Links to nnd from commercinl aircraft a re  provided nt 1 .61  1.5 G H z  in internntionnlly 
nllocnted aeronautical mobile satellite bands. At the  plat form the signals are 
converted t c  the 5 C H z  band for connection to air traffic control and nnvipntion 
centers.  
2 .  Data also applies to payload at lSOW orbital locntion. 
Payload # 8 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - S hee t 1 mt,: M~rch27 ,  1980 
Code No: COM 8 - WH ( Description: Provides eommunicntions 
Nnme: Sen Mobile I between ships and shore stations. Can be lipked 
I See also Attachment *l 
Ca-gor~: Communicntions 
Orbital Location(s): 15 W - 
C. Antenna; Sensor &fa 
1. No, 2 
to terres t r ia l  nettvotk. 
2. .Type: Reflector,  1 2  helix a r r a y *  
3. .Size: 14 mete r ,  1 meter  
4. Coverage, FOV: Spot & Global 
5. No. of Beams/Feeds: 4 
D. ?tansponder 'Processor Data 
1. Zio. -1 
2. Type: P m c e s m n e D e n l e r  
3. Transmit Frequency: 1.6 
4. Receive Frequencv:  1.5 GH, 
*Shared with nir mobile se rv ice  
6. Pattern~Beamwtdth: 1" & 19" 
7. MLX. Potnttng Error: * 0.1" 
8. Sensitivity (C/T): 10 dBI0K.  -17 d B I 0 K ( L )  
9. EOC Gain: 4 1  dB. 15 d B  (L) 
10. Other: 
6. Transmit  Po!vcr( s) : 2W. 60W 
- 1 Noise Figure) Tempe raturc: 1 0 0 0 ' ~  
8. Type of Access/ XIodulation: SCPC /P31 ' 1  I 
9. On-Board Switching: rMu N) S. .I. 
la Other: 
Candtdate Fayload Data Summary - Sheet 3 
Payload 4 7 
Date: _ M R r c h  27. 1980 
I. Payload Dwelopment Schedule J. Supporting Research & Technolacy Needs 
Calendar Year I 
I 1 
2. Development 
4. Integration I 
5. Test 
K. Special R equirements/Cons tratnts 
1. Links to and from commercial aircraft are provided at 1.61 1.5 CHz in internationally 
allocated aeronautical mobile satellite bands. At the platform the signals nre 
converted to the 5 CHz band for connection to air traffic control and nnvigntion 
centers. 
2. Data also applies to payload at l S O W  orbital location. 
Cnndtdat. Byload IhS S ~ m m a r ~  - Shee t 1 
Payload # 8 
March 27, 1980 Dam: - 
CodeNo: COMfl - WH Descrtption: Provides communic~tions 
Name: Sea- between s h i p  and shore stations. Can he b k e d  
Category: Communications to terrestrial network. 
Orbital Lncatton(s): 1SW -- 
See also Attachment a 1 
C . Antenna/Sensor Data 
2 1. No. - 
2. .Type: Reflector. 12 helix array * 
3. Size: 14 meter, 1 meter 
4. Coverage/ FOV: Spot k Global 
5. yo. of Beams/Feeds: 4 
6. Patfern/Beomwldth. 1' 1 19' 
7. Max. Pointing Error: * 0. lo 
8. Sensltivlt~ (G/T): 10 dB I°K * -17 dBI°K(L) 
g. EOC G i n :  4 1  dB. 15 dB (L) 
LO. Cther: I 
*Shared with air mobile service 
- 
D. ~ranspander/FVoce~sor Daa 
1. so. 4 
2. Type: -er 
3. nansmit S. requency: 1-6 GH z 
4. Receive Irequencv:  1.5  GHv 
5. Bandwtdth(s)/Data Rate@): 5 ?rW, 
6. Transmit Power(s) : ?W. 60W . 
7. Noise Ylgure/ Tempe ramre: 1 0 0 0 ' ~  
8. '&pe of Access/Modulatlon: SCPC IPM 
9. On-Bonrd SwltchLng: (Mx 3) S.  .A. 
1 a Other: 
Candidate Pavbad Dam Summa- - Sheet 2 
Wetght/Power Wetght Powor 
Es tlmates flV \ 
Receivers: 10 80 
Processors: - - 1 50 
Switch Matrlx: 
Poser Converters: 2 0 50 
~ ~ b l l n g ,  b r n e s s  ctc. 20 20 
- 
Notes : 
F. Support Requireme= 
- 
1. Sualight/Ecltpse Power: 600 
3. Platform Attrntde Control: 0. I* 
5. ?herma1 Control: TBD ' C  to TRD *C 
6. Payload Volume: TBD 
7 .  T, T&C,rAvtonlcs: .Y Yes So 
8. %I tssion Dxatfon: T RD 
9. Mts~iotr Duv Cycle: 100': 
13. Interconnect Switch: tMxM TBD 
11. Other: 
Ground Segment 
No. of Stattons/Users: 1000 . 
Antenna Size(sr: 1.2 meters 
Beamwidth(s 1: 10" 
Peak Gain(s): 25.5 d B  
Noise Tempemtute: -500" 
Receive Frequencies: 1.5CH,  
Transmlt Frequencies: 1.6 CH, 





Traffic Capacity: 100 channels 
Space Segment Cost: 
Ground Segment Cost: 
Est lmtcd Revenue/Yr: 
-.. 
Cser Commutties: .A11 shippln~ 
Technology A t a  lhbtltty Date: SOW 
Mtirket Seed Date: 1995 
0 ther : 
Candidate Paybad Data Summar? - Sheet 3 . 
-- 
Payload 4 9  
Date: a l p p a  27. 1 , 1 8 0  , 








1. Integration I 
5. Test 1 I 
* 
J. S u p r t t n q  Research 8 Tec'nnolom Yeeds 
K. Special R equlrements I.'Constrainu 
Shore station 1Ipks are carried bv the point to point communicr~tion pnvlond \.in nn 
interconnect link with the sen mobile pnylor~d .
Candidate kvload Data Summary - S kee: 1 
Pay load 69 
Date: 3-31-50 
Code So: COM 9 - NTM -.. 
Name: Land Mobile 
Category: Communications 
Orbital Locntion(s,: llooW - 
.A. .\nte~:./Sensor Configuration 
Description: Payload ~ r o v i d e s  ubstantiallv 
increased and improved communication services 
to mobile users. 
B. Transponder /Processor Configuration 
9 -. T y ~ e :  MBA - cassegrain dish 
3. .Size: 20 meters 
4. Coverage. FOI-: Regional 
5. So. of Beams Feeds: 30 
- 
so .  30 
881-902 MHz , 3. Transmit Frequency:  
928-947 hIHz 4. 3eceive E'requencv: I 
i 
3. Bandwidthe)/ Data Rate(s): 30 KHz/channel 
i 
6. Rttternl'Beamu'idth: 1.0' I 6. Ransmit  P o w e r ( s ) / ~ ~ ~ P :  40 watts 
7 .  11%~. Pointin: Error: f O . 1 '  
- 
3. Sensitivity rG TI: 16 dBI°K 
7 .  Soise Figure; Temperature: 750"K 
8. 'Qpe of Access/3Iodulation: FM/FDbU I 1 
9. EOC Gain: 40 dB 1 9. On-BoardSwitching: - TBD 
0~9er :  20 channels per transponder 10. Other: 
Payload li9 
Candidnte my load Data Summary - Sheet 2 Date: 
E. ~e igh t /Power  Weight Power 
Estimates (Kg) (IV \ 
1. AntennasiSensors 
2. Receivers: 
3. Thmamitters: ,- 
4. Processors: 
5. Switch Matrt~: 
6. Power Converters: 
7. Cabling, Harness etc. 
9. Totals: 530 4000 
3. Yotes: 
G. - Ground Segment 
1. No. of Stattons/ Use rs: SO00 plus 
I 2. Antenna Size@): 0.5 meter 
3. Beamwidth(s): 50" 
4. Peak Gatn(sl: lOdB 
I 5. Noiss Temperature: 1000°K 
6. Receive Frequencies: 881-902 MHz 
7 .  T-ransmit Frequencies: 928-9.17 nlFiz 
b 8. ~odu la t Ion /~ccess :  SCPC/'FDh.fA 
9. Transmit Power: 5 w:ltts ! 
10. Other: 
1 
F. Support Requirements 
1. Sunlight/Eclipse Power* 4000 
2. Sunlight/Eclipsca, Hest Loss: 2s00 
3. Platfarm Attitude Control: *0. 1" 
4. Stationkeeping: NA 
5. a e r m a l  Control: 0-40°C 
6, Payload Volume: TI3 D 
7 ,  T, T&C!.\vionics: Yes ?30 
9. Mission Duratiou: 8 yrs 
9. Mission Du@ Cycle: 100:; 
10. Interconnect Switch: (h.TxN) TBD 
11. Other: 
Economic Dam 
Traffic Capacihr: 600 ch~nnel/bcanr 
Space Segment Cost: S25hl 
Ground Segment Cost: 
Technology Amilabillty Date: 1990 
Date: 
Other: 
Cmdirhte Byland Dnm Summarv - Sheet 3 
- 
Payload 4 9 
Date: 3-31-80 
I. hvlond Development Schedule J. Supporting Research & Technology Seeds 
1. Design 




1. L n r p  multi-beam antenna. 
K. Special Requirements, Constraints 
1. Smnll. simple earth stntions :Ire plnced on m o v i n ~  or  trnnsportnble objects on 
the enrth's surfnce. Voice nnd lotv-speed dntn services may be provided. 
Navigation information is obtnined by relaying nn Omegn receiver r n w  output 
to R remote computer for decoding and nrnbipuity r~solut ion .  The re turn  link 
provides the loct~tion .
2 .  A cluster of beams is used to subdivid,,! the country {CO'iUS) for frequency 
reuse.  Benms of lo n r e  used to synthesize n iCONLTS! 48-stnte coverrlge. In 
South Americn. lo spot bec\ms illumir~ntc populntcd wens o r  bush nrens of specinl 
interest ( c .  g. . oil exploration o r  miner81 cstrnction) . There nre 20 I>et~ms in 
t he  U . S .  t ~ n d  10 in South Americn. 
3 .  Datcl also upplies to pnylo:ld nt 1 5 O W  location. Atlnntic region coverngc pntterns 
TBD.  
4 .  High trnffic model version of this pnylo~d would irlcorporntc n 60 tneter dinnleter 
tlntennn with 0 . 5 O  footprints. 
Candidnte Payload Data Summary - S he e t 1 
Payload b10 
Code No: COM 10 Description: Provides transoceanic and 
Name: Intercontinental Trunking * intercontinental communications to link 
Category: Communtca tions domestic and regloml nrens of common interest. * 
~ r b t  tal bcatton(s):  15"\V - 





No. of Beams/Feeds: 
Ps tter beamwi width: 
>I&T. Pointing Error: 
- 
Sensitivity (G/T): 
Peakt EOC Gab: 
Other: 
- 
D. TransponderjProcessor Data 
1. No. 
2. Type: 
3. Transmit Frequency:  
4. Receive Frequencv: 
- r . Noise Ftgure/ Temperature:  
8. Type of Access ,'3lodulation: 
*Functions incorpornted in P ~ y l o n d s  
2 .1  and 2 . 2  
a- On-Board Switching: 9 l x  N) 
10. Other: 
Candidate Psvload Data Summary - S heet 1 
Code No: COh! 11 
Name: Inter-Satelli te Links 
Category: Communicattons 
Orbital Locatton(a): 15"W & l lOOW 
A. Antenna/Sensor Configuration 
Pay load  9 11 
Description: Fkovides di rect  platform to 
~La t fo rm links. 
Sce a l so  attachment *l 
C. Antenns:Sensor Data 
- 
1. No. 2 p e r l i n k  1. No. 9 -
2. .Type: Cen te r  fed ref lectors  2. Type: Process ing 
- 
3. .Size: 3 meters  3. Transmit Frequency: 55 CHz 
1. Coverage/ FOV: 1. Receive F r e ~ u e n c v :  63 " J z  
5. No. of Beamsl/Feeds: 5. Bandwidth(s)/Dan Rate(s): 1 GHz 
6. mttern/Bemwidth: 0.3' 6 .  Transmit Power(s)iEIRP: 65 watts 
7 .  Max. Pointing Error: t0.03° 7 
- 
4 Soise Figure/ Temperature: 
- 
8. Sensitivity ( G / n :  33 dB/K 8. p p e  of Access, Modulation: 
9. Peak  EOC Gain: 60 dB EOC 9. On-Board Switching: (Blx N) 
10. Other: 10. Other: 
Payload # 11 - 
Candidate Payload Data Summarv - Sheet 2 hte: Rlnrch 28. 1980 
E. Wei&t/F+ower 
Estimates 
Weight Power 1 F. Support Requirements ~ K K )  clv r 
Antennas/Sensors 40 
Rece tvers : 10 10 
TFaasmt tters: 4 0 250 
Processors : 
Switch Matrtx: 
Power Converters: 5 2 0 
Cabllng, Hnrness etc. 5 20 
I 
Totals : 100 1 300 
Notes : 
Sunltght/Ecltpse Power: 300 watts 
Sunlight/~cltpae, Heat b a s t  230 watts 
Platform .4ttttude Control: *0. lo 
S tationkeeplag: *O. lo 
Therrnnl Control: 0 to 40°C 
Payload \'olurne: TBD 
T, T&C,'Avknics: J Yes No 
Mission Duration: 8 -ms 
Mission Duty Cycle: l0Or': 
Interconnect Switch: (.WM l B D  
Other: 
Not applicable 
No. of Stations/Users: 
Economic Data 
Traff ic  Capacity: 
Antenna Sizqs):  
- 
Space Segment Cost: 
Ground Segment Cost: 
Peak Gain(s): 
Noise Temperature: Cser Communities: Platform Payloads 
Receive Frequencies:  Technology Ava ilnbility Date: 19S5 
Transmi t  Frequencies:  Market Need Date: 1990 
0 ther : 
Transmit Power: 
Other: 
Payload 4 1  1 
Candtdate Papload Dam Summary - Sheet 3 Dam hfnrch 28, 1980 
- -  - 
I. P3vload Development Schedule J. Supparting Research & Technology Seeds 
Item 





5. Test I 
K. Special Requirements/Cons~aints 
1. To nvoid confusion with the trncking nnd dnta relny (TDR) mission (which has 
links between low-earth orbit satellites and a geostntionary platform) , the term 
,inter-plat form link (IPL) hns been coined for trnffic between platforms. 
2 .  This link may be used to control remotely locnted plntforms f r o m  the U . S  . 
3. The lowest presently allocated frequency is 5 5  CHz. As an nlternati"e nn 
optical link mny be used. 
A 25 .25-  to 26.25-CHz blind hns been porposed to the S\tlARC for this service. For 
a given antenna nperture . the benmwidt h (and pointing Rccurncy requirements) 
doubles. 
Payload 112 
Candidate Pwload Dam Sumrnarv - S he e t 1 
Code No: COM 12 
Name: mta Collection 
Category: Communications 
-- 
Description: Provides a data collection and 
relay capability to facilitate acquisition of 
data Prom instruments on or near the earth's 
surface. 
See also attachment d l  
B. lhnsponder/ Processor Configuration 
TBD TBD , 
C. Antema; Sensor Dna D. Transponder/ Processor Data I 
No. 1 1. 
.Type : Centerfed reflector 2. 
No. 4 
T y p c  Processing transponder 
10 meters Transmit F reque ncv: -100-405 nl Hz 
No. of ~eams /~eeds :  1 5 .  
Max. Painting Error: O.1' I i . 
Sensitivity (G/T): -3 dBi'K 
Peak' EOC Gain: 27 dB  EOC 
Other : 1 0. 
Receive Frequencv:  -102-403hIKz 
Bandwidth(sv'Data Raters): 3013 k H z  
Trnnsrnit Power IEIRP:  1W 
Xoise Figure/ Tempera tu re :  1000°K 
On-Board Switching: rMx N) NA 
Other: 

Candidate Payload Data Summarv - Sheet 3 
-- 
Payload O 12 
Date: March 28, 1980 
I. Payload Development Schedule J. Supporting Research & techno lo^ Neecia 
Item 







Sensors a re  placed at strategically selected locations; nnd the data are eccumulnted 
for subsequent burst transmission to the geostationary platform. These burst 
transmissions may be either on a rnndom multiple access basis (using one o r  severnl 
reservation schemes) o r  upon request from an in te r rog~ t ing  signal from the gee- 
stationary platform. Due to the wide range in types of datn, both types of trans- 
missions are envisioned. 
For some forms of data, very infrequent trmsmissions may be ndequate (e .g . .  the 
total r~ in fn l l  per  day) .  In others  (e.g. . Rn intrusion ;nto nn wen),  r e d  time is 
important, Occnsionnlly, burst  frequency mnv vnry depending on local activity 
(seismic) o r  the instantaneous needs of the dnta user (flood stage).  
The collected data are  switched t o  a down-link in nnother service (e .g . .  high- 
volume trunking) for transmission to the d n t ~  user's fncility. 
Candldata Payload Data Summary - S heet 1 
Payload 417 
Code No: EO 1 Description: Payload for detection and 
Xame: Lightning Mnpper measurement of visible IR, and R F radintion 
Category: Envlronmen hl/Observa#on produced by lightning strokes. 
Orbt tal Location(s): - 
TBD 
C. Antema/Sensor Data 
1. No. 8 
2. . T ~ ~ :  Optical Telescope & R F  Helices 
4. Coverage/ FOV: Global 
7 .  >fax. Pointlng Error:  2 s e e  fV / IR )  
- 
9. Penk'EOC Gain: 
10. Other: 
8. Rms ponder /Processor Confiquration 
TBD 
No. 1 
Tvpc: Processor  
Transmit Frequency: Platform Service 
Receive Frequenev: \'i~ible/IR/L-Band 
Bandwtdth(sl/Data Raters): hlBPs 
Transmit Powerrs)/EIRP: Platform S~?n'fce 
Noise Figure/ Tempe ranire: 
of . ~ c c e s s  JIodula tlon: 
On-Board Swf tching: rMx 3) 
Other : 
Payload 4 17 
mu: 8-3-79 Candidate Payload Dam S u n m a q  - Sheet  2 
Welght Power 
(Kg) fit" 
F. Support Requirements 
I 1. Sunlight/Ecltpse Power: 300 watts 
1 3. Platform ~t t l tude Control: * O w  50 
Processors : 
Switch Malrt~: 1 5. n s r r m 1  Control: Radiative Cooliw 
Power Comerters: I I 6. Payload Volume: 4 ca. meters 
1 7 .  T. T&C/Avionlcs: Yes So Cabling, Harness e tc. I I 
Totals : 8. Mlssion Duration: 2 yrs. 
9. Mission Duty Cycle: 
10. interconnect Switch: rMxM 
11. Other: 
Ground Segment Platform Scrvicc I H. Economic Dam 
Yo. of Stations/Users: I 1. Traff ic  capacity: 
1 2. Space Segment Cost: 
I 3. Ground Segment Cost: 
Peak Gstnrs): 1 5. Cser Communities: t'tllltles, Forestry, C lrllner 
Receive ncie s: 1 6. Technology Awtilabiltty Date: 1985 
Market Seed Date: Sow Transmit Frequencies:  
8. Other: 
T r w m i t  Fower: 
Other : 
Payload 3 17 
Candidate Payload Dam Summaq - S hee t 3 
-I- 





I. DeSl@ I 
2. Developlrent 




Code No: EO 2 
-ma: A tmoopher fc Sounder 
Description: myload collects mes~scalc 
meteomlcm data s s  relnted to: hurricanes. 
taronndoa, nlr pallrttfon, frost, etc. 
See also attachment w l  
A. Antenna/Sensor Coaflguratim 
See attachment w2 
1. No. 1 
2. .Type: Sounding & Imaginu Radiometer 
3. .Size: 40 cm Aperture 
4. Coverage/ FOV: Globnl 
5. No. of Bcams/Fceda: 1 
6. Pattern/Beanwldth: High resolution scanner 
7.  Max. PolntLng Error: 
9. Peak/ EOC Gain: 
10. Other: 
Transponder/ Processor %a 
No. 1 
T y p e  processor 
Rylsml t  F requcncv: Platform Service 
Receive Frequcncv: 
Noise Flgure~' Temperature: 
Vpe of Access / Modulatton: 
On-Board Switching: I M ~  N)
Other: 
Payload 418 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - Sheet 2 Date: 8-3-79 
E. Weight/Power Weight Power F. 
_/ Support Requirements Estimates (Kg) (tv) 
Sunlight/Eclipse Power: 50 watts 
Sunlight/Eclipse, Heat bss: 50 watts - 
Platform Attitude Control: *Om 5" 
S tationkeeping: 
Thermal Control: Radiative Cooling 
Payload Voiume: 1 cu meter 
T, T&C/Avionics: 4 Yes Xo 
Mission Duration: 2 y r s  
Receivers: 185 1 50 
Transmitters : 
-I 
Processors: 15  / 50 
I 
Switch Matrt~: 
Power Converters : 
Cabling, Harness tc. 
Totals : 185 1 100 
Mission Duty Cycle: loo? 
Interconnect Switch: (MxM 
Other: 
Ground Segment Platform Service 
XO. of Stations/Users: 
Antenna Size(s): 
Beam~v idth (s ) : 
Peak Gain@): 
Xoise Temperature: 
Receive F requencie s: 






Space Segment Cost: S lOM 
Ground Segment Cost: 
Estimated Revenue/Yr: 
-- - 
User Comm-aities: S O U  8: Weather Centers 
Technology Availability Date: 19 85 
Market Xeed Date: Sow 
Other : 
I. Payload Development Schedule J. Supporting Research & Tedmology Needs 
Item 





4. Inbgration I 
5.  Test 
* 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - Sheet 4 
TXc objective oi t h i s  nission t o  c o l l e c t  mesoscale zeLerology d a : ~  
c u n ~ i n u o u s l y  as  rcla ted to: 
a. Clear a i r  turbulence 
b. Hurricanes 
c .  F lash  f l m d s  
e. Frost 
a .  Air p o l l u t i o n  
Tkc . q i ? ? F i ~ b i l i t y  of  t h i s  63's will a i d  i n  t h e  prevc?iticn of loss of l i f z  
ari3 1-r?:2r Ly czascd hy the accurrence of t h e s e  p i , eno~cna .  
," 
. hc : ? f  rarcd sounder, coz.-,ic3ented by tnc n i croravc  ssunder , v 2 L 1  a l l o ~ ;  
t?? =,;.LLI~ af t k z  tc?.;eratuzc ~ r c f i i e s  and attrcr phcnc-cna I n  tiie ;I.ascs- 
p h t ~ i  L; rclatcd to 'ha 2 r a h a b i l i t y  of occurrent- cf s s v z r e  wcathcr 
cc:;.'.-ticca. To at -d in  Zhc s ta te2  o b ] ~ = t i v c ,  c v 1 1 t i : i ; l ; ~ ~  d:%a i r  reqzirec'. 
tr , .; . .-...-.  , .,t L I . ' k : c  spheric Scundinq and Imacinq Zid lc rnster  w i l l  prsv12c 
. . 
r : -  1,;- r z i :  nr pi-:r3c-sce:! d a t a  to s9*a11 c n r t l ~  sti;ti,?=s i n  ; o c a l i t ~ e s  
rj,:,:t<r:-*; ' _ l r ~ *  infor-::.tic> fcr t i : c i ~ -  o-*n \.:arning an2 crocc;:.~ol:. ,!I-. !Iu;.:Lc~ 
of .:!.ers for  t r f i :  y. i te7  !<ill lncredsc rapzcil:.) an2 wiil e \*c l~ t~ ; f  I:.' bc 
~ n l  i-.:tcL LIIC ti: data F - c v i J e d  w i l l  be ccnt inuous .  
'T;I._: ~:-: l .?n will tr~ovicfe ;. vital sourcc oC prcvio~!slv unat:aill.iblc infcr- 
nat.:c:~ r.t-cii.3 to undcrct;:*.r! an2 f~ , re ia s t .  wcather con . l i :~cns  aorc accurately 
by : 
a .  ImprovcJ acccsq to the v c r t i c ~ l  dimension 
b .  F i l l i l l . :  trmc an2 rpece qaps  in rrcscnt ot,scrv.~tions 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - Sheet 5 
Payload #18 
c . Con?lene?nt il:q TIROS , GOES, and o t h e r  weoLher s a t e l l i t e  and 
b ~ l l ~ ~ i l  rr.easurc!;.er.ts and obse rva t ionn .  
W i t 5  data from the Advanced Atmospheric Sounding Imaging Radiometer 
locirl izcd wcachcr phenomena can be n red ic t ed  in  a ?.,mely manncr. Prescrt t 
systems,  a1t :~ough q r c a t l y  improved ovzr  t5e ,past ;O years, produce pre-  
d x c t i o n s  a t  4-6 hcur i n t e r v a l s  -ovcrinq aseas of E00 x 800 kc. T h i s  
.... -, 9: of tune and s y c e  cov.?raqe is of l i t t i e  val.1- t o  p r e d i c t i n q  sudden, 
%-1L; area weacijr c o n d i t i o n s  n e d c i  f o r  localitec: s r t r m s  suth as t o r -  
rtac;@cs, fldsfi f i o c t . 1 ~ ~  etc. W i t 1 1  t h e  pro~osed  system, t i m e  w i l l  be rtduct-2 
to 5-15 rn inut r .~  a c i  area to  20 x 30 h. Very s u l s t a r r t i a l  r e d u c t i o n  i n  
13;s of l i f e  and p r o p e r t y  can r e s u l t  from t h e  u s e  of this system. 
P r i - ~ r y  users w i l l  be tlOAA and s t a t e  weather watch c e n t e r s .  Other u s e r s  
~:ill  in:luCc USi)i\, u n i v c r s i t i e s ,  maritime sh ipp ing ,  and f i s h e r i e s ,  t o  
ca-c? a few. 
Thl tarnado o c c u r r i n g  l o c a l i t i e s  would b c n c f i t  great ly  from imp1 cmenta- 
tion cZ tais system. 






Candidate myload Data Summarv - Sheet 1 ~ ~ t ~ :  8-1-79 
Code Xo: EO 3 Description: High resolution optical scanning 
I Name: Visual & IR Radiometer radiometer for weather imaging a s  an aid to 
i Category: ~nvironmental/Observntion severe storm forecasting Orbital Location(s): TBD - 









I i C. Antenna, Sensor Dam D. Transponder! Processor Data 
1. xo. 1 1. Yo. 1 
2. Type: Imaging Radiometer 2. Type: Processor 
3. .Size: 1 meter aperture 3. n a s m i t  Frequency: Platform Service 
4. Coverxge FOV: Global 4 R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~  F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  3-15 micrometers 
5. Xo. of Beams/Feeds: 1 5. Bandwidth(s);Data Rate(s): 6 Rlbps 
6. pattarn/Beamwfdth: High resolation scanner b. Transmit Power(s)/EIRP: Platform Service 
7 .  Ma... Pointing Error: 0.5 micro-radians - 7.  Soise Figure! Tempe rature: 
S. Sensttfvity (G/T): 8. lJp of Access, Zlcdulati~n: PSK 
9. Peak EOC Gain: O. On-Board Switching: ( M u  N) TBD -- 
10. Other: 10. Other: 
E-63 
Payload ? 19 - 
Candidate Pavload Data S m b  - Sheet L  ate: 8-1-79 
E. WeiP;ht/Power Weight Power 
Estimates 6%) W) 
1. Antnnnnn/Sensors I
F. Suowrt Requirements 
1. Sunlfght/Eclipse Power: LOO watts 
2. Receivers: I 1 2. Sunlight/Eclipe, Heat Loss? 100 \yaas. 
3. T'raasznitters: 
4. Processors: 
3. Switch ?datrix: 
6. Power Comerten: 
=F 7





Platform Attitude Control: 
Orbit determination within 
mer-1 Control: Radiative cooling 
Payload Volume: TBD 
T, T&C/.4vionics: Yes No 
Mission Duration: TBD 
Mission Duty Cycle: 
Interconnect Switch: (mNI 
Other: 
Ground Segment 
Xo. of Stations/Users: Platform Service 
Antenna Stzets): - 






H. Economic Data 
1. Traffic Capacity: 
2. Space Segment Cost: 
3. Ground Segment Cost: 
4. Estimated ~evenue/Yr: -- 
5. user ~o-unitieg: Government/.Academic 
6. Technology Atailability Date: SO\\' 
7 .  Market Need Date: Sow 
8. Other: 
10. Other: 
Candidate Payload Data Summarv - -- Shee t 3 
I. Payload Development Schedule 
I tern 
- 
Cdendar Year , 
I I 
r 




5. Test b 
Payload n19 
Date: 8-1-79 
J. Supporting Research & Technology Needs 
K. Special Requbements/Cons~aints 
4. Antema/Sensor Confiquratton 
See attachment *2 
Payload '20 
 ate: 8-'70'79 Candidate Payload Dam Summarv - S beet  1 
Code SO: Description: High resolution microwave 
- 
E04 
%me: Microwave Radiometer imaging radiometer for research Into severe 
category: ~nvironmental/Observation storm forecasting. 
Orbital Locationrs): TBL - - 
also see  attachment *l 
8. lYansponder / Processor Confiaration 
See attachment =3 
C. Antema. Sensor D. Transponder:'Processor Bt3. 
1. So. 1 1. So. 1 
1. Type: Offset fed reflector 2. ~ ~ ~ e :  Processor 
3. S ~ z e :  4.4 meters 3. Trmsmit ,F rrquenc y: Platform Service 
4. Coverage FOY: Global 4. Receive Frequencv: l ld/183 GHz 
5.  No. of Bems, Feeds: 1 3. Bandwidth(s\: Data Rate(s): 500 Bps 
6. Pa t a rn i  Beam\r.idth: 0.03' scanning beam 6. 'Transmit Porver( s )/EIRP: Platform Service 
- 
7 .  Jlau. Pointing Error: 0-03" 1 .  Soise Figure: Tempera ture :  
9. Sensitivit~ {C.' T\: 8. ripe of Access / IIodula~ion: PSK 
9. Peak'EOC Gain: 0. On-Board Sfvitchinp: tJIx N) TRD 
LO. Other: 1 Q Other: 
E-66 
Payload $20 - 
Candihqte Psvload Dam Sumnarv - Sheet L 
-
E. Weiqht/Powcr - W e i a t  Power F. Sunport Requirements 
Es tlmates (Kg) (TV 
1. .atemas/ Sensors 56 20 1. SunlighdEclipse Power: 150 watts 
- 
1 
3. Receivers: 50 1 130 2. ~unliqhc/Eclipse, Heat Loss? 150 
3. T r a m i  tters: i 3. Platform Attitude Conm1: 
I Orbit determination within 4. Processors: 30 4. Starioakeeping: C 
3. Switch S13trtx: i 3. n e r m l  control: Radiative cooling 
I 
6. Power Converters: I 6. Payload Volume: 
7 .  Cabling, H3rness e tc. 7 .  T, T&C/.4vionics: , Yes Yo 
I 
3. TOU~S: 13 6 150 9. Jfission Duntion: 2 yrs. 
9. Sotes: 9. Sfisston Duty Cycle: 100'; 
10. Interconnect Switch: cMxN\ 
11. Other: 
G. 
1. So. of Smtions: L'se r s :  Platform Service 
2 .  .Antem Sizels .: 
3. Beoma'ldth~ s I : 
4. Pesk Caincs 1 : 
5. Soise Tempenwe :  
6. Receive rre$uenc:e s: 
7 .  Transmit rreque-,c:es: 
H. Economic Data 
1. Traffic Capacity: 
2. Space Segment Cost: $1 511 
3. Ground Segment Cost: 
4. Estimated Revenue/Yr: - -- 
5. User Communities:Governmcnt & .4cademic. 
6. Technology .A~UabUity Date: Sow 
7 .  Market Need Date: Now 
I 
10. Other: 
Candidate Pavlood Dnta Surnmarv - Sheet 3 
---
Payload i20 




'11. Destlpl - 
3.  Development ' 7 1  
3. Fntiricntion ' 
4. Integration 
3. Test 5I 
K. Special Requirements Cmsnaints 
Candidate Payload Data Summary - Sheet 4 Paglond w20 
Tlls o t j ec t ivc  of t h i s  payload is t o  monitor and p red ic t  trends in  the 
severi ty  of t hundor s tom and t rop ica l  cyclones by continous masurement 
of three4imensionaA a--spheric tarQerature and r e l a t i v e  humidity. 
The mission w i l l  cons is t  of a micrwave radiometer. Thermal radiance of 
the a tmsphcre  w i l l  bc daremined using the 118 GHz oxygen absorption 
l l 2 t .  Kmldi ty \ t i l l  bc determined from C-3c i 9 3  .GHz ti20 vapor l lnc.  The 
e ~ p c r ~ c n t a l  dzta w i l l  br! transmitted to Cart!! using existing 
seosyrrchzonous plat f  o n  com*~nica t ion  channels. Likewise, command and 
contra1 w i l l  use exis t ing ah-system of t h e  piatform. 
Scverc s t o m s  ana lys is  and pradict ion require rapid observation cycle 
(of t i i r?  u r i c r  of 1 hour o r  l e s s )  which can o?rly be obtained from 9eo- 
cynchroaous platfo-T.S or  a large f l e e t  of lower Eart!! o rb i t ing  c a t e l l i t e s .  
C~:r rcnt  quosynchronous mteorologica l  s a t e l l i t e s  have only I R  and v i s ib l e  
cha: i tc l~  *:.kith a r c  useless f o r  severe storm observation, because there  
w i i l  alwayg be extenCd cloudy ateas. 
:4icro..:avcs can "sco through" =st of non-raininq clouds. Microwave 
ra+rcr.erl-y can k used to measdre atnopsheric tempcratsre ?rofilcs arrd 
humidity ? ro f i l c s .  I t  can a153 bc used t o  infer  wind veloci ty  f i e l d  
from tczpt ra turc  rzasurements. The "temperature anomally" or  "hat spat" 
nea: t!!e cye of a s torn or  hurricane, i s  a good indicator  of the s t o r n  
r fs tcn.  Thesc i?dicazors can only be measured by a microwave sysccn 
descr ik,d here. 
Tkc c.)tccroloqical data will be used NASA, NOW, DOD, and u n i v e r s i t ~ r s  
involv:: ir. arnssr.hcric and mcteorolog~cal  rcsccrch. Of pr incipz: rnzerest 
is t3e api l i c a t i c n  of t!!cse d;ta t o  monitoring and fc-ecast.i?rg of firrrricmc 
and severe thunderstom ac t iv i ty .  
Candidate Payload Data Summary - Sheet 5 Payload $20 
Candidate Pnyload Dnta Summnry - Sheet 6 
7u " 3 
Pnvlond t ? O  
Candidate mvload Data Summar2 - S hee t 1 
Code So: EO 5 Provides a faciliv for ~mcktng 
Same: R. F. mter ferometer I balloons, buoys. land vehicles m d  s h i p  - to 
See attachment u2 
nn accuracy of 1 Km. 
See also attachment *1 




I C .  Antenna Sensor lhn D. 'Itanspnder Processor Data 
" so. I I 
T ~ g e  : Helices - I 2.  
S : z e :  
Coverage IT\': Glob31 
SO. of Beams Feeds: 7 
mctern~ Reamtvidth: 28' 
>lax. Pointinz Error: - lo 
- 
Sensltl\lty tG Ti: 





4 vpc: Processor 
Transmit Frequency: w m  Sc \g ar - 
3ccc:x.e Frequencv: 1 . 2  GHz 
Bandwidth(s).. D a t a  r:atecs~: TBD - 
Transmit Powcrfs I/EIP.P: Platform Service 
?'qlse Figurel' Temperature: 
n-pe of ~ c c e s s /  5lodulitton: 
On-Board Suttchinq: - 131 N) 
Other: 





1. .-\ntennasiSeaso~ s 7 
2. Receivers: 50 200 
3. Switch >Iilaei~: . -.. 1 
6. Rwer Converters: 1 
7 .  Cabling, Harness e tc. 50 i 
8. TotaLs: 112 215 
9. Sotes: 
G. Ground Segslent 
3. Beamwidtins,: 
4. Peak Caias): 
6. Receive F:eqr.ezcie s: 
7 .  Transmit Freaue~cres:  
9. Transmit Power: 
F. Su-rt Requiremeno 
1. ~unl ight /~cl ipe  Power: 215 
3. Phtfarm Attitude Control: *0= 5" 
Orbit determination 
4. Statlorbeping. withm 300 meters. 
5. Thermal Control: Radiative cooling 
7 .  T, TW/AvCanics: / Yes So 
Mission Duration: 
9. Mission Duty Cycle: 1007 
10. Interconnect Switch: (NIxNI 
Other: 
A. Economic Data 
1. Traffic Capacity: 
2. Space Segment Cost: $ISM 
3. Ground Segment Cost: 
4. EstimatedRevenue/Yr: - .- 
5. US= communities: Government, Academic 
6. Technology Atailability Date: Now 
7 .  Market Xeed Date: Now 
0 ther : 
10. Other: 
Payload #?7 
Candidate Paylond Data Summary - Sheet 4 
rNTENEROMETER 
- 
T l ~ e  ob]rct ive of t%c ir . terfcronetcr is to ?rovidc an or.-'bard f a c i l i t y  a t  
L-Sand fo r  tracki:~g k l l o o n s ,  d r i f t i n g  buoys, ].and vehicles,  and ships 
t o  an accvxacy of 1 h. 
There is an urgent need by meteorologists t o  Cetcrmitac wind valoci ty  a t  
a constant a l t i t . ~ ? ?  t o  an acctrracy of 1 !an per hour i n  or2ar tr, ~ r c J i c t  
weather crnrlitfons m r e  accurately.  The system cbuld a c c m o d a t e  up 
to 1533 Lallocns can=Lnin j  b c i ~ 4 ~ 3  and rravirlg a t  a ct:~nt.ant a l t i t uze .  
T!le L;rl:oc-3s would ~ L s o  have te~nperature and pressure rcadouts on Liz  
1 bi s t t  beacon. 
The passage of Public I a w  94-265, t h e  Fishery Conservation and I.!&aaaenent 
Act of 1?7-6, extended U.S. r cspons ib i i i ty  for  f i s h e r i e s  managesent t o  a 
200-nautical mile zone covering 2.2 n i l l i o n  square miles of ocean along 
a? S,7CC-nile perimeter. The Tanker and Lessel Safety h c t  of 1977 
pro\~i6cs fo r  najor  amendments t o  the Ports  and Waterways Safety Act of 
1372 which c a i l  f c r  increased navigational sa fe ty  withln a 200-nautical 
mile Fcrine safe ty  ~ b r ~ e .  
Four he l i ca l  antennas w i l l  b? spaced as far apa r t  as p s s i b l c  on thc 
earth vlcxsnr, s i d e  of the s t ruc ture  tonninq a larqe cross  as snob7 rn 
Yiqurc 1. T;uce mnre w i l l  be spaced c loser  taqcther o n  tho s t ruc ture  t o  
recglfle . ~ : ~ . ' : i ~ ~ i t y .  These circulazly ~ o l a r i z e d  anten1:as w i l l  h c c  a 
22 degree t c a ~ w i d t n  ~ 7 d  17.5 dE gain a t  L-band. The i n t e r f e r o m t e r  
systcns C!l-ictional diagram is shorn i n  Fiqure 2. 
Ihc beacon s ignal  from the Earth containin? t!re I.D. code, ttre tmpzra-  
tcze at1.i pressure,  is of 8 second durat ioa and is turlled on e v e r v  twr, 
h o i l ~ s  Sj. tr.e k a c ~ n  t iner .  An i?cxpenslve o s c i l l a t o r  cperates as n 
f r ec  r ~ n 3 i l : q  cloc!: with low acccracy which enhances operation of the 
random x l t i ~ l e  access m d c  to the platforr;.. 
The a3vzr.taqes of an h t a r f c r ? n e t e r  =e t h a t  the cptcecraf t elcc'lonics 
systev is ; ic?l l i ied.  I t  employs a simple o s c i l l a h r  such tha t  ni i~t l -ain-  
in9 rtaki! ivy i s  not a problen. Tbe spacecraft  needs IKI auxiliary 
equiptr.c:lt on-board and uses a one way t r ~ n ~ m i s s i o n  only. Cnly one 
spacecraft  is used; therefore,  it provides coverage for  the en t i r e  
Earth d i s c  ( f i e l d  of view). 
N O E :  Althouqh t h e  abclvc describes t h e  balloon system, the interferometer 
-
appiications for buoys, a i r c r a f t ,  sh lps ,  and land-nobile a r e  si-.:ilu. 
Candidate Pavload Data Sumrnarv - Sheet 5 
DOD Candidate m.-loads for the Geosmtionnry Platform 
Payload 431 
11 ission Same: Defense Jleterological Satellite Program Data Relay 
&[ission -scr iption: This payload is designed to relay 2-3 bIBPS Erom 3 satellites 
in 450 n. m. sun synchronous orbits r98.7" incllncation). The payload will operate 
in the 1-3 GHz frequency band. JI~ximurn of 30 minutes delay in data reception. 
Desired IOC of 1985. 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
IVeight: 130 Kg 
Power: 100 watts 
Yo lume : 
TZlermal Control: 
Pointing -4ccur3cy: =0,3O 
0 ther : 
Experislenter: Capt. Ed JIerz 
Orgmix r ion :  SXJISO 
Telephone So. : ,213) 643-0701? 
DO0 Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload 831 
31 ission Yame: Defense &leterological Satellite Program Data Relay 
BIission Descri!Jtion: This payload is designed to relay 2-3 MBRS from 3 satellites 
in 450 n.m. sun synchronous orbits (98.7" inclincation). The payload will operate 
in the 1-3 GHz frequency band. ZIaximum of 30 minutes delay in data reception. 
Desired IOC of 1985. 
Platform Interhce Requirements: 
Weight: 150 Kg 
Power: 100 watts 
Volume : 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing Accuracy: 10.30 
Other: 
Exprimenter: Capt. Ed hIerz 
Organization: SAAISO 
Telephone So. : (213) M3-0708 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #32 
11 ission Same: Advanced Operations Linescan System Cloud Imager 
Mission Description: Will provide mosaic storage of cloud images. 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 150 Kg 
Power: 150 watts 
Volume : 
Thermal Control: Radiative cooling of IR detector 
Poiating Accuracy: + 0.01' 
Other: 
Experimenter: Capt. Ed Merz 
Organization: SXMSO 
Telephone No. : (213) 643-0708 
DOD Candidate hyloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload C33 
JI ission Name: Materials ~xposure/~nrecovered 
3lissioa Description: Will  monitor on orbit failure of electronic devices. Effects will be 
correlated with the output of a charged particle monitor. 
Platform Interface Requirements: 






Experimenter: ~ \ F G L  
Organization: 
Telephone No. : 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #34 
Slission X3me: Adaptive Control of Space Structures Demonstration 
- - - 7 -  -- " - - - 
- - -  - - -__ .__-  
.. =- . .- 
- .  . - C " . - -  - . . -  - .. _._ -. &-..-.---._^_ _. 
will be simulated. Structure orientation will be varied from earth to black space to 
check albeds effects. 4 
Experimenter: Tom Pitts 
Organization: RA DC 
Telephone Xo. : (315) 330-3148 
Platform Interface R_equirements: 
Weight: 1200 Kg 
Power: 500 watts 
Volume : 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing Accuracy: i0.030" . 
Other: mift c 0.2 microradians 
Jitter ~ 0 . 0 2  microradians 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #35 
Blission Name: Mirror Control Experiment (HALO) 
: 
I 
Mission Description: will defermir.e the line of sight stability of a 2-3 metar segmented i 
mirror. T he mirror w i l l  be cryogenically cooled, possibly combined with integral I 
cooling to 100-150%. 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 1200 Kg 





Experimenter: Tom Pitts 
Organization: RA DC 
Telephone No. : (315) 330-3148 
DOD Candidate Payloads [or the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #36 
31 iss ion N-e: Advanced o n - ~ o a r d  Signal P ~ O C ~ S S O ~  
Misaion Dsacriptioa: 






0 ther : 
Experimenter : John hlc~amara/Tom Pitts 
Organization: RADC 
Telephone No. : (315) 330-443$/3148 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #37 
11 iss ion Same: Pulsed Plasma FTopulsion 
~Iission Descrtptton: will test suitability of pulsed plasma propulsion units for space 
vehicle attitude control and north/south station keeping. 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 360 Kg 




Other: Possible R F  compatibility problem due to radiation from arc, 
Experimenter: Jerry Sayles 
Organization: A FRPL 
Telephone So. : (805) 277-5342 
DOD Cadidate Payloada for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #38 
.\I isslon Name: Aerosol & Cloud Helght Sensor 
Sf tsstoa a ~ c r i p t i ~ n :  Downward-looking scanning telescope covering earth's disc which 
uses .?ltered back scattered sunlight to sense altitudes of water vapor and gas layers, 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 50 Kq 
Power: LOO watts (27 volts) 
Volume: 0 .75  cu  meter 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing .Accuracy: 50. lo 
Other: 1 y a r  mission life 
Experimenter: AFGL 
Organization: 
Telephone So. : 
DOD Candidats PayloaQ for the Geoamtlonary Platdpsm 
Payload #38 
SIisston Same: Solar Flare Monitor 
;Mlrrton brcrtptton: Will prwtds x-ray and gamma ray tmnglng of the m&r surface. 
The reaulb wffl  be correlated with in-sltu measurcarenta of charged par ticla 
(prObMI c ~ ~ c & o I ~ ~ ~  0&.)* 
Platform Lnterface Requirements: 
Weight: 100 Kg 
Power: 100 watts (27 volts) 
Volume: 0.75 cu. meter 
Thermal Control: 
~otnt ing Accuracy: t 1, o0 
Otkr: Sun-orientation 
6 month to 1 year mission life 
Expertmentar: AFGL 
Organization: 
Telephone So. : 
DOD CaadtQm Payloadm for the Geostztiamry Piatdorm 
Payload 640 
Mtmlm Name: Solar Flare Isotope Monitor 
Platform hterhcs ilequtrements: 
Weight: 13 Kg 





Experiment8r: J. A. SLn~peon 
Ormization: University of Chicago 
Telephone 2 4 0 .  : (312) 753-8541 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #41 
&lission Same: Energetic Proton & Heavy Ion Sensor 
hlission Description: 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 8 Kg 




0 ther : 
Experimenter: R.  D. Sharp 
Organization: Lockheed 
Telephone No. : (415) 493-4411, Ext. 45884 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload 942 
11 ission xime: Globul Ultraviolet Radiance 
~ ~ i s s i ~  onscription: WUl use imaging sensors (digicon) at the focal plane of an ultra- 
violet spectrometer to obtain spatial correlation. The sensors will scan the earth's 
disc from nadir to limb. 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 50 Kg 
Power: 30 watts (27 \r>lts) 
Volume: 0.4 cu. meter 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing Accuracy: LO. lo 
Other: 1 month minimum mission duration 
Experimenter: AFGL 
Organization: 
Telephone No. : 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload 463 
&Iissioa > m e :  Magnetic Substorm Monitor 
,\;Iissioa Description: Will use particle sensors and magnetometers Q measure fluxes 
and fields. Spinning sensor required. 
Platform Ink rhce  Requirements: 
Weight: 5 Kg 
Power: 3 watts (27 volts) 




Experimenter: A FGL 
Organization: 
Telephone So. : 
--7.""----- 7 ,- -- - " ---- ----.-- 
.-, - n ---- -  ---- -u -----,. ---- .- .-.r --.LII*-p'.-'-.-.re 
P 
, - .~ . ..- - ------ 
- 
I 
Mission Description: Will measure particles with energies in the range 1 eV to 100 eV 
and provide a time-history of particle flux levels. Monitor will be oriented along the 
platform velociQ vector and will require 2000 sq. meters of conducting surface. 
DOD Candidate Paybrrds for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #44 
Mission Name: Charged Particle Monitor 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 5 Kt3 
Power: 10 watts 
Volume: 0.1 cu. meter 
?herma1 Control: 
Pointing Accuracy: * 0.1" 
Other: 6 Months to 1 year mission duration 
Experimenter: AFGL 
Organizatton: 
Telephone No. : 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #45 
JIission Ysme: Materials Exposure/Recovered 
31ission Description: Wi l l  monitor on-orbit degradation/failure of solid state device 
fabrication mnterials, multilayer insulation, thermal control coatings, and conductive 
charge control elements. The payload must be retrievable. 
Platform interface Requirements: 






Experimenter: hlr. Bill Lehn 
Organization: :\F>IL 
Telephone Yo. : (573) 25S3028 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the G eostationary Platform 
Payload #46 
JIission Name: Solar Ultraviolet Irradiaace 
Mission Description: Will monitor solar ultraviolet radiance with two spectrometers 
which require annual recalibration. The spectrometers will operate for 5 minutes/day 
for 1-11 years. 
Platform Lnterface Requirements: 
Weight: 50 Kg  
Power: 10 watts (27 volts) 
Volume: 95 x 26 x 12 cm. 
Thermal Control: 
?ointing Accuracy: *lo (at sun) 
Other: Requires periodic retrieval 
Elrperlmenter: AFGL 
Organization: 
Telephone No. : 
DOD Candidab Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #47 
Mission Name: cosmic Ray Monitor 
3Ibsion Description: Wi l l  measure isotopic composition of cosmic rays with active 
(electronic) and passive (plastic/emulsion) detectors. Exposure in the ecliptic 
plane required. 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 250 Kg 
Power: 
Volume: 0. $ 5  cu. meter 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing Accuracy: 
Other: 1 month to 1 year mission duration 
Experimenter: AFGL 
Organization: 
Telephone So. : 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #48 
Mission Zlame: MinLHigh Altitude Large Optics Program 
&Iission Description: 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 700 Kg 
Power: 1000 watts 
Volume : 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing Accuracy: 10.030 
Other: Drift C0.5 microrad/sec 
Jitter cO. 05 microrad RIvIS (0.1 to 1 Hz) 
Experimenter: 
Organization: DARPA 
Telephone No. : (202) 494-3007 
DOD Candidate ~ a ~ l o i d s  for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #49 
31 ission Xame: Mosaic Sensor Program 
Miss ton Description: 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 900Kg 
Power: 650 watts 
Volume : 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing Accuracy: +0,030 
Other: Stabilization to 0.1 arc sec/sec in a 0.1 to 5 Hz frequency barid 
Experimenter: Lt Col Tom May 
Organization: SAMsO/Y C D 
Telephone So. : (213) 643-1262 
à TI-^*.- 
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Experimenter: Lt Col Tom May 
Organization: SAhBO/YC D 
Telephone Sc. : (213) 643-12Q 
IIission Space Based Radar ~xperiment/Demnw (ration 
! 
1 3 
3Iission Description: Wffl  demonstrate SBR performance characteristics by deploying i 
a 20 meter or more diameter antenna, to permit pattern measurements with 100 or 
I 
mouZT/R modules. Line of sight aperture sensing tests and clutter measurements 
will also be performed. 1 
1 
. I i 
Platform interface Requirements: 
Weight: 900 Kg 





DOD Candidata Payloads for the Geoabltionarj Platform 
Payload t 5 1  
JIissIon Name: Cryogenic hkared Radiator 
>ttsrtoa Detscri~ttoa: Measure the performance of a large very low tempeatawe radiabor which 
would be used to passively cool infrared senrar compnents. 
Piatform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 120 Kg 
Power: 
Volume: Radiating surface area 10 sq, meters 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing Accuracy: 
Other: Black space orientation 
Experimenter: Bill Haskin 
Organization: AFFDL 
Telephone No. : (513) 255-4853 
DOD Candidate Payload8 for the Goostatlonary Platform 
Payload #52 
Mission Same: 806s Evaluation 
311~810. b s c r  iption: Wi l l  provide IR rumelllance from space ulnp a 0.5 meter diameter 
telescop with an optlca temperature of 200.K and a detector temperature of 7TK. 
~elescope will scan t30° from the nadir. 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 150 Kg 
Power: 100 watts (27 volts) 
Volume: 1 cu. meter 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing h c W c y :  i5 arc secs 
Other: Minimum mission duration of 2 weeks. Optical systems need protection 
from contaminants. 
E?tperheatcr: Rene Cormier 
OtgaIIiZation: A FFDL 
Telephone ,Uo8 : (513) 255-4853 
I DOD Candidam Payload. for the GeostanOn~ Ptatform 
Payload #53 
I 
%fiSlia m8Crlptbn: W i l l  provide s ~ e f l l ~ c e  horn apace CWQ 0.5 m m r  d-eter 
telescopes with a 5 meter separatioo. The teleacopea will scan WO* from the ludlr 1 
Telescope optics temperalure of 200aK and a detector temperature of ??OX L. regutred. 
Platform Lnterface Requirements: 
Weight: $20 Kg 
Power: 1800 ~ a t t s  
Volume: 20 cu. meters 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing Accuracy; -5 arc secs. 
Other: Minimum mission duration of 2 weeks. Optical systems need 
protection from contaminatio~, 
Experimenter: Rene Cormier 
Orgaaization: A FGL 
Telephone So. : (617) 861-3606 
WD Caadib.(. Payloadr for the G e o s o t i o l ~ ~ ~  Platform 
Misston %me: EHF System 
Platform h e r  face 3equtrements: 
Weight: 230 Ka 






Lxprlmmter: Maj Jerry fieasad 
Organization: SAMSO 
Telephoas so* : 

-7 .,- -in---.- 
--- I: 
1 
M)D cmkiate payloadr for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload # 56 
11 ission Y a e :  Fiber Optics Demonstr~tion 4 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 12 ~g 




Other: Requires a 1 MBps DigiBl Data Link 
Experimenter: Dave ZUU 
Organization: AFAL 
Telephone No. : 785-4594 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #57 
SIission Same: Space Sextant 
Description: Demonstrata space sextant performance characteristics, e. g, , 
non radiating, autonomous operation, immune to ground based j m i n g ,  self cdibra ting. 
Platform Lnterface Requirements: 
Weight: 85 ~g 
Power: 220 urntts 
Volume : 
Thermal Control: 4 0 a F  +loo 
Pointing Accuracy: t lo0 
Other: Field of view must include sky and moon. 
Experimenbr: Barbra CordLt ~ m e s / ~ n p t  Roberts 
Organization: SAMSO/Y C D 
Telephone No. : (213) 64Y-7044l'643-1414 
DOD Cmd!date Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #58 
>I issi0n Same: hss ive ly  Damped structure 
Jlission Description: Demonstrate a structure with integral passive damping such 
as would be required for a precision pointing and tracking system or a stable platform. 







Experimenter: Dr. Lynn Rogers 
Organization: AFFLD 
Telephone No. : (513) 255-2967 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Byload t59 
JIission %me: Thermally Stable Structure 
Mission Descri~Hon: Demonstrate n thermally stable structure which can provide 
precise alignment -.vith limited deflections due to thermal gradients. 






0 ther : 
Experimenter: Jack Wood 
Organization: AFFDL 
Telephone No. : (513) 255-3736 

DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #61 
Plission Same: Lasercorn - Space to  Ground 
blission Description: 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
\\'eight: 250 Kg 
Po\\er: 830 watts 
I'olume: 
Thermal Control: 
Pa in ting Accuracy: 20.10 
0 ther : 
Exwrimenter: 
Organization: SARISO / S K X  
Telephone Xo.: (213) 643-1761 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Ceoatatlonary Platform 
Payload #62 
Mission Mme: Enhanced IR Emissions 
Mission Description: 
Platform InterE .ce Requirements: 
Weight: 480 Kg 
Power: i iOO watts 
Volume : 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing Accuracy: 20. lo 
0 ther : 
Expertmenter: Dr.  Stair 
Organization: AFGL 
Telephone No. : ( ) 861-4910 
DOD Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #63 
JIission Xame: AIRGLOW Far - UV Radiometers 
Mission Descr iptton: 
Platfort; Interface Requirements: 
WzLght: 20 Kg 
Power: 1 watt 
Volume : 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing Accuracy: f lo0  
0 ther : 
Experimenter: C . B . Opal 
Organization: NRL 
Telephone No. : ( 202) 767-2764 
DOD Candidata Payloada br the G~~dmtto- Platform 
Payload #64 
Mission Xame: Particle Beam - Emission System 









Telephone 80. : 

DOD Candidaa Payload8 for the Soortatlonary Platform 
Payload #66 
Mission 3arne: Particle Beam - Plasma Precipitation 









Telephone No. : 
DOD Cadidata Payloah for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #67 
JItsaton Same: Dynamic Power System 
M laaiaa Doscr tpHon: 
- 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
weight: 250 K g  
Power : 200 watts 
Volume : 
Thermal Control: 




Telepbae KO. : 
DOD Candbto Payloads for the Gaortattonaty Plutforar 
Miss ton hSme: Battlefield  urnin in at ion 










000 Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Fayload #69 
31 iss ion %me: Battlefield CloudIFog Dissipation 
Mission Description: 
Platform Interhce Requirements: 
Weight: 
Power: 
vo lumi : 
Thermal Control: 
Pointing Accuracy: 
0 ther : 
Experimenter: 
Organization: 
Telephone No. : 
NASA-OSS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #71 
Mission Name: Earth Viewing Optical Telescope 
Mission Objectives: 
1. High resolution studies of atmospheric s tmcture. 
2. Studies of wind velocity and flow regions. 
3. Investigations of variations of major and minor constituents of 
the earth's atmosphere. 
4. Small scale density and temperature structure and dynamics. 
5. T ramition regions structure and dynamics, 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 1100 Kg 
Power: 2000 watts 
Volume: 1.5m x 2111 
Thermal Control: 




Telephone No. : 
NASA-OSS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Mission Name: Particle Beam Injection Facility 
Mission Objectives: 
1. Studies of the effects of controlled enemy injections in the 
auroral zones. 
2. Active investigations of sub-storm ouse t conditicns. 
3. Investigations of the effects of ixriuced ionization paths to 
release magnetotail energy. 
4. Determination of the location, extent, and conditions for 
magentospheric electric fields. 
Platform Interface Requirements: 
Weight: 500 Kg 
Power: 1000 watts 
Volume: 0.5 x 1.0 x 2.5 meters 
Thermal Control: 




Telephone No. : 
Payload #72 
Mission Objectlt-tls: 
1. Determine entry points in the magnetosphere for the solar wind 
plasma. 
2. Investigate the transport paths and mechanisms for magnetospheric 
plasmas. 
3. Investigate acceleration processes for magnetospheric plasmas. 
\\'t.icilt . 200 Kg 
l 7 o i ~ ~ > r :  250 watts 
I., ll:;?:,,< : 0.5m x 1.5m 
Tht.m::!! r ':>ntrol: 
I'oin!inr -4r8curac\': 2 0.01" 
Otht>1-: 
---- ----. _--_ _ <  
- -  
- . . - _ _  
--Icrc-_l__._l__- 
i 
NASA-OSS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 1 
I Payload iC73 1 
i 1 
htiasion K: \me: Chemical Release Module Observations i 
NASA-OSS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #74 
Mie~ion Same: Plasma Diagnostic Satellite 
hl i . ;~  ion Ghjcictives: 
1. To pmvide a remote, maneuverable, free flying platform to make 
correlative measurements of particles and fields perturbed by wave 
injections and particle injections. 
2. To pmvide backgmud informatios on the unperturbed environment 
which may be used to calibrate the effects of perturbations. 
3. To carry instruments away from the perturbation source to increase 
the spatial experiment coverage. 
Platfonn Interface Reuuiren~ents: 
\\c*ighr : 1000 i(g 
P O ~ V C  r: 100 watts 
\'o\..;!?-!,:: 1.5m x Zm 
T?? ~q!:!! CsQ.>~it rn\ : 
I>ninrin: :]C.CII rncf : i 0. OIQ 
O t l l t ~ l * :  
NASA -0SS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Paybad iC75 
hIis . .ic)tl Kame: Imaging Spectrometric Observatory 
Mission Ob.iecti\'cs: 
1. Determination of distributions of atmospheric constituents 
(023 N29 NO, 0, H2+9 0') 
2. Studies of atmospheric motions and flow patterns, 
3. Investigations of atmospheric constituent variations on a 
global scale. 
4. Dytumics of auroral a d  airglare phenomena. 
\\ 'eight. 350 Kg 
f ' ( y \ t  t b r :  150 watts 
t . .  1 o l l~ r l - : t , :  1,5m x l.5m x 2.0m 
-I'!>,.,rr~;il i.o111 1.0i : 
I ' o i n t i n .  \r.cur:rc~ : g j .10 
0 : I ~ t ~ l ~ :  
NASA-OSS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #76 
I I i~s ion  Same: Fabry-Perot Interfen>meter/Photometer 
Mission Objectives: 
1. Obtain high resolution interferometric observations to provide 
doppler velocity and temperature measurements of specific constituents. 
2. Perform high resolution, high throughput photometry. 
3. To determine the prevailing wind structure of the atmosphere on 
a global basis. 
PLatfornl Interface Ilerlu i~.eni(!nts: 
i\'eigtil : 150 Kg 
i1ou C ~ I - :  200 watts 
\ . I . I \ L I ! I ? C  : 0.5m dia x 2.5m 
7 'h t>x l : \ l  ; ' t ) n t  !.!)I : 
!'(>intin!! .Ac.cur:l(.? : i 1 set of arc. 
0tht . r :  
NASA-OSS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload t77 
Ilission Xnme: IR Occultation Instrument 
1. Obtain high resolution spectra of the atmosphere seen in 
absorption, with the sun as the source, 
2. To determine densities and distributions of trace gases in 
the atmosphere, 
3. To gather high resolution spectra of radiation reflected from 
the lower atmosphere. 
\\'eigh: : 200 Kg 
l % t ~ v t ~ l - :  400 watts 
I'oluml 0.6m x 1.0m '.; 2,5m 
Tht>rnl:il L ' S  ) I?!  vo i  
Pointin2 -\c-c.1: r;tr.r . 20 10 
Other: 
MissionNamc: Cryogenically CooledLimbScanner 
1. Determine atmospheric constituent concentrations, 
2. Determine global atmospheric temperature profiles, 
3, Determine relaxation times by measuring spatial distributions of 
infrared radiation from the earth's limb. 
\\...bigtlt : 250 Kg 
P o t v l b  1,: 500 watts 
I-,-)\I.ITI.! c . lm dla x 3m 
Thcrn\;l! ; ';\!!? T.:,; . 
Pointilc 4c.c.l; r:jc,c . r lmin of arc. 
iithe1.: 
- -- v.-"- -- --7----, - ---*-.7--- 
. ..- ..-- 
-- 
--- -. 
__ .--------. --- 
-" --.-. -..* - -  7l 
I I
I 
NASA-OSS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 1 
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NASA-OSS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload 679 
1Iissic.u Si~lne:  Low Light Television 
M i s s i ~ n  Objectives: 
1. Investigation of natural and irrduced auroral and airglare 
emissions. 
2. Determination of global w i d  systems. 
3, Measurements of excitation cross sections for atmospheric 
constituents. 
4. Determination of atmospheric temperature. 
i', t : l < i \ t  : 300 k;g 
: l s l i s ,  L:r: 1000 watts 
. .  . 
s , , I :  , l . , ,s:  1,Om dia x 2,5m 
?'iit,rn?:>l i'ontrol: 
! J t ~ ~ r \ t i v ~  :\c curnc\ . k 1 minute of arc. 
(JtI!t11*: 
~l les los  Xamr : Plasma Wave Injec tion Facility 
1. Studies of wave-particle interactions. 
2. Generation and propagation of magnetic pulsations. 
3. Investigatiorw of plasma instabilities. 
4. Measureme! .ts of the electron distributions in the inner 
magnetosph ;re. 
5. Interaction. J. of turbulence with magnetic fields. 
6. A c c ~ '  tration of energetic particles. 
- .- - 
- -y---d.*--- ,--- &. -- - . 
'C 
NASA-OSS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
_ _ _-  - -- 
- a- 
- 
Platform Intcrfacc l~cuuircmcnts:  
N.t>igt~~ : 750 Kg 
Po(\ <At.: 5000 watts 
f -o~: l~!>,  .: 
' r h c m ~ ~ , t ~  t 8~~,! ! ,q, i ,  
13nintinll \i-c.:l~.a!pt : i 0.50 
o t l l t ~ l . :  
Payload #80 
1. General purpose receiving system for c m  and mm wavelength 
emissions from the earth and sun. 
2. Global mapping of atmospheric constituents such as precipitable 
water vapor. 
3. Mapping of dispersion patterns of certain atmospheric pollutants 
with emission lines in the mm. 
4. Measurements of ocean surface perturbations, 
\\ 1:1:h1 . 100 rig 
l ; , , [ \ , , i  . 200 watts 
I., :., :. :*, # 
~~l>c*rl>\::~ i -,,: 1. 
!)~iprir.:. !,.(.:....I.   . 
( J : I ? ~ S I . :  
- - 
_ _ I _ 
__ ___ ____ - ----- __Cr------------ 
--- ... 
NASA-OSS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platfom 
Payload 681 
I\fission Snml?: Microwave Sounder 
NASAIOSS Candidate Payloada for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #82 
htiaston Kame: Soft X-Ray Telescope 
Mission Chiec rive9 : 
1. Simultaneous nleaaurements of the hard and soft X-ray emission 
characteristics of the earth's Aurora wilh high spatial resolution 
(1 arc sec o r  175 meters) and high temporal resoluUon ( lu  1 millisecond), 
2, Investigations of the morphology and evolution of the daytime aurora. 
3, Investigate size and spatial distribution of electron precipitation regions. 
4, Investigate spectra of X-ray emissions fmm electron precipitation regions 
with coarse spectral resolution, 
5.  Investigate size and motion effects in micmbursC precipitation. 
6. Investigate with high time resolution temporal variaticm and periodicities 
of hard and soft X-ray emissions f m m  microburst precipitations, 
7. Investigate resonance scattering of plasmospherc at heT 304 A and 584 ti 
emission from neutral helium, 
\\'c.ic n 1 : 400 Kg 
Pot\ I.*.: 3000 watts 
\.OIL; :-- t : 0,5m dia x 3.5m 
T h c r t ~ : , ~  (. 0111 ! . , ) I  . 
Pnirt;r~.:, . . \ I - L * L ~  !**.#:. . = 1 minute of arc. 
Otht*~. .  
NASA-OSS Candidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Payload #83 
Ltiasion Same: Hard S-Ray Telescope 
Mission Ohjcctivc?t : 
See Payload #82 
Platform Intcrfac+*. l{c.(; 1 :'c.'!!!i,l!t5: 
\\'elgilt : 
P, I \ \  t a t - :  
l ' t ~ \ i : l l ? ~ ' ;  See Payload (r82 
Thcbmmal :'#>I!! t s . s :  
1 ~ 0 i ! r [ i ~ ~ ~ :  ;:.,.* .a s U  . . ' 
( l tLl t> 1 ,  : 
NASA-OSS Cadidate Payloads for the Geostationary Platform 
Missior 
.-- 
n Same: ; Bist atic Forward Incoherent-Scam er  Rada 
Missior. Ob~~cctivcs: 
1. Measurement of iomaspheric ion and electran temperatures, density, 
velocity and cc?s-flsitIon on a diurnal basis above selectud t~ansmittiqg 
sites. 
2. Studies of natural perturbations of the m mated by current 
driven, drift, crossed-field o r  other instabilities. 
3. Measurements of the natu 
- sensing transmissions fn 
mitters. 
4. Measurement of density distribut 
pagation of plasma irregularities by 
Lally separated grounl-based trans- 
ion alon tg field lines. 
Platform Intcrfrlct. 3ec111ircn? :e 
i i*~iz!j:  : 700 Kg 
Pc*\jt-r- 100 watts 
7.-..,!:.l:~,... 
Thrbn;:.ll t , ~ n : r ~ !  : 






NOMINAL TRAFFIC MODEL 
Specific payload allocations were made to all 72 platform sets (Items 1 -72) and 
for the individual satellite mode using the common bus (Item 145). The payload 
assignments to each of the platf~:~ms in each set are tabulated in Table F- 1. The 
payload mass and power requirements for each platform bus are also tallied. 
HIGH TRAFFIC MODEL 
Specific payload allocation to platform sets were made for the 12  most promising 
concents (Items 73 - 84) and for the individual satellite mode (Item 148). These 
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Parametric platform design concepts were developed for each of 72 sets for 
Mission Sets N and V. For each set, a standard platform bus was parametrically 
designed to accommodate the maximum weight and maximum power requirements 
of each payload group. Based upon payload weight and power requirements, 
the platform structure and supporting subsystems were sized, taking into 
account redundancy and modularity appropriate for each operational mode. The 
structural weight estimates included the impact of high T/W ratios. Then the 
total platform weight, including payloads, was calculated and a 15% contingency 
factor included. 
The parametric platform designs were developed using scaling factors ~ . n d  weight 
estimating relationships developed from the preliminary trade studies for each of 
the operational modes. A series of point designs were developed that spanned a 
wide range of payload mass and power support requirements for each of the 4 
candidate operational modes. These designs were then used to develop scaling 
factors for synthesizing the 144 platform sets used in the basic system trade 
studies. These scaling factors are listed in Table C-1. 
These scaling factors were then used to set up a platform synthesis model to 
define the parametric platform designs. A set of data sheets was developed for 
each operational mode which contains all of the mass and power estimating 
relationships for the platform structure and subsystems. The data sheets 
employ the previously defined scaling factors plus a 15% contingency factor to 
estimate platform mass and power as a function of payload mass and power. 
Table G-2 contains the pl.atform mass and power estimating data sheets for the 
144 platform system conccpts that were developed for Buildup Mode K .  
F ' k P  
E E E  
O C O  
0 0 0  
W ' Q ' u '  
F W W '  
* > I w  
a a nl 
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O p e r .  E q u a t i o n  
-- 
( Y  = mx + b) 
MRD = 0.0388 Mpy + 400 kg 
M~~ = 0.1175 Mpy + 200 kg 
MRD = 0.0193 Mpy + 200 kg 
ME = 0.055 P + 187 kg 
0 
ME = 0.0713 Po + 240 kg 
ME = 0.0620 P + 210 kg 
0 
ME = 0.0609 P + 200 kg 
0 
MA = 0.0228 MpL + 50 kg 
MA = 0.0294 MpL + 64 kg 
M = 0 . 0 2 5 8 M  + 5 6 k g  A PI, 
P = 0.067 Po + 100 W E 
PA = 0.011 MpL + 30 W 
P = 0.008 Mpy + 20 W R 
PT = 0.0195 Mpy + 40 W 
P a r t i m e t e r  
- - - - . - . - - 
Mode 
-- - - A -- 
R e n d e z v o u s  find Docking E 
Mttss ( M  ) RD E: 
All 




A C S  Mlass (M ) A B All 
All 
All 
E P S  P o w e r  L o s s e s  a n d  A 11 All  
H n t t e r y  C h a r g e  (P ) E 
ACS P o w e r  ( P  ) A All  All  
R C S  P o w e r  ( P R )  All Al l  
TCC P o w e r  ( P  ) T A 11 All 
Tuble G -  1. Platform S u b s y s t e m  S c a l i n g  Fnctors .  C o n t d  
- - . - . - - - - . . . - .-. - - - . . -  
Mass 
O p e r  . Rtlnge , Equation 
- 
Ptrrameter 
-- - - - -- - - Mode . . -. - - - - _ - . - -- -kg___p (Y = mx + b) 
T C S  P o w e r  ( P  1 All All P = 0 . 0 4 3 8 M  + 1 0 0 W  H H PY 
R e n d e z v o u s  a n d  D o c k i n g  E ,  C' All 
Equipment P o w e r  ( P  R D )  
R C S  Dry Weight (MR) All All  MR = 0.2 Mp 
Propel lent  Moss  ( M p  1 B All M = 0.1660 MpL P 
C All Mp = 0.3320 MpL 
$ ' All M = 0.1660 M,. 
P . L. 
All 
- 
- - -  - - 
h ' ~ ~  = Pnylond Muss ,  k g  
P = EPS O u t p u t  P o w e r ,  w a t t s  
0 
h ' ~  I, = P l ~ t f o r m  Mess. kg 
- - - . - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - 

PLATFORM MASS k POWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 'lac 
OTV: OTV, --- I,.T. Reusable - OPER. MODE: C - Non-seryjced. 16 
---- --- - 
Power, Mass. 
Platform Elements 
- - . - - . - - - -  - 
Estimating Beeia watts kg 
- -- 
1 .  Payload Equipment Item: 1 Case: I1  (Mpy < 3000) 1.80(\ 322 
2 .  Structure - Basic 
- Secondary 10% of M = 15 kg 
S 
- TIW Pennlty T/W = 0.13:  Penalty = 0 k g  
3. EPS M = 0.0713 (P ) + 240 = 430 k g  E 0 430 
4 .  ACS 
n 
- - 
5 .  RCS Up = 0 .332  ( M p L )  
M~ 
= 1 . 2  (Mp) = 1 . 2  x (825) = 990 kg 990 
n ' ~  = M + 0 . 2  M P P P = 0.008 ( M p y )  + 2 0 =  2 3 W  R 2 3 
7. TCS MH = 0.0175 ( M p y )  + 52 = 58 kg  58 
8 .  Rendezvous and Docking N /A  N /A N /A 
-- 
Sub Tot 2 , 3 1 9  2,158 
9. Contingency and Integrntion 15% of the above power and mess 34 8 32 4 
P 
0 M~~ 
NO. OF PLATFO .1MS : 67 
- . - . - .- - - - - - A- . - -- - - - -- . - TOTALS : 2,667 2,482 


13LAT120RM MASS & POWER ESTIMATES P1,ATFORM NO. 32rC 
C)TV: Centaur, Expendable 
-- - .  -- -- 
OPER. MODE: C - Norl-serviced , 16 vear life 
- - -- - - -. 
-.- .. - -- - -  - - - -. - A 
Power, Moss, 
Platform Elements Estimuting Ens is  




1 .  Pnvlotad Equil merlt Item: 4 Case :  I 1  ( M p y  3000) 4 ,100 684 
i - T /W Pentrlty T/W = 1 . 7 6 ;  Penalty = 400 k g  I 
3 .  EPS 




5 .  RCS M p  = 0 . 3 3 2  (M 1 
P 1, 
6 .  TCC 
7 .  TCS 
8 .  Rendezvcus tjnd Docking 
9. Contingency and Integrution 
NO. OF PLATFORMS: 26 
-- 
"'E = 0.0713 (P ) + 240 = 639 k g  0 
P = 0 . 0 6 3  ( P I  + l o o =  475W E 0 
P~ = 0.011 (M ) + 30 = 85 W PI, 
N /A N /A 
Sub Tot 4 ,869 4 ,360 
15% of t h e  ubovc power end mass 7 30 654 
- -- --  - --- 





I . .  
i H C J  

PLATFORM MASS k POWER ESTIMATES PIATFORM NO. 34fC 
OTV : IOTV , Expendable OPER. MODE: C - Non-serviced , 16 year life 
Power,  Mass ,  
Platform Elements Estimating Bae i s  wat t s  kg 
Payload Equipment 
Structure - Basic 
- Secondary 
- T/W Penalty 
E PS 
Item: 10 Case: I1 (Mpy < 3000) 
T/W = 0 . 6 9 ;  Penalty = 448 k g  
ACS MA = 0.0294 (MpI,) + 64 = 234 k g  
P~ 
= 0.011 (M ) + 30 = 94 W PI, 
I'CS M = 0.322 (M ) P PI, 
' 4  = M  
7 
0 . 2  M 
. L P + P 
TC(1 MT = 0.0319 (Mpy) + 52 = 80 kg 
= 0.0195 (M ) + 40 = 57 W I'Y 
Rnndezvous and Docking 
Sub Tot 
Contingency and Integration 15% of the nbove power and moss 
NO. OF PLATFORMS: 16 TOTALS : 5,752 5,795 
13LA'rFORM MASS & POWER 1:STIMATI:S PLATFORM ?lo. 55qE 
OTV , Reusable O'I'V : . -  - -~ - _ - - -  C serviced,  16 yr l i fe ,  3 yr c o n s u m a b l e ~ p p l y  OPlfH. MODE: '- --- . --- 
- - -. - - - - - . - - __ - - . . .- _ __ - Power, Mass, 
l'lutfor*~~~ Illement s Eutimeti~lg LI~s18 wtltts 
- - - . - 
_ _-  . . . _ _  . _ _  _ _ _ - 
kg 
I . Payloatl Equipment 
2. Structure - Basic 
- Secondary 
- T/W Penalty 
3 .  EPS 





5. RCS Mp = 0.0623 (MpI,) 
M = M + 0.2  M R P F 
6.  TCC 
7 .  TCS 
8. Rendezvous and Docking 
9. Contingency and Integration 
NO. OF PLATFORMS: 15 
- - - - - . - - - - - . . . -- - -- - . - - - 
Item: 1 1  Case: 11 (Mpy < 2700) 4,230 
T/W = 108; Penalty = 147 k g  
M R D  = 0.1175 (Mpy) + 200 = 302 k g  
P = 200 W 206 
RD 
Sub Tot 5,219 




TOTALS : 6,002 
M M 
X ~ X  
- m Q )  
m l n a  
II I I  II 
= J O N  
* Q ' m  
+ + +  
A n -  
o d d  

I 
PLATFORM MASS & POWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 35eC 
OTV , Expendable OTV : OPER . MODE : ,- C - Non-serviced . 16 vearlife 
P o w e r ,  M a s s ,  
Platform Elements  Est imat ing  B a s i s  w a t t s  kg 
1 .  Payload Equipment Item: 14 Case: 11 (Mpy < 3000) 4,900 1,109 
2. Structure Basic M = 0.31 (M ) + 50 = 394 kg 
S PY n 925 
- Secondary 10% of M = 39 kg 
9 
I - T/W Penalty T/W = 0.64; Penalty = 492 kg 
4. ACS M = 0.0294 (M ) + 64 = 262 kg 
PL 262 n A 
F P~ = 0.011 (M PL ) + 30 = 104 W 104 
CD 
5 .  RCS Mp = 0.132 (MpI,) M = 1.2 (M ) = 1.2 x (2235) - 2682 kg R P 2,682 
M R = M  t 0 . 2 M  PR = 0.008 (Mpy) + 20 = 29 W (Mpy < 4400) 29 
P P 
6 .  TCC MT = 0.0319 (M ) + 62 = 87 kg 87 
PY 
I P~ = 0.0195 (hl  ) + 40 = 62 W PY 62 I 7 .  TCS MH = 0.0175 (Mpy) + 52 = 7 1  kg 7 1 
8.  Rendezvous and Docking N /A 
Sub Tot 
9. Contingency and Integration 15% of the above power and mass 868 878 
P 
0 M~~ 
NO. OF PLAI I-'ORMS : 14 6,730 
-- -- 
-- 

































- 1  1 I 
- 
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- 
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I'LATI:OItM MASS & POWER ESTIMAT1;S PLATFORM NC). 38rB - 
Centaur ,  Expendrlble O'I'V : -  - - - - OPER, MODE: B - Non-serviced , 8 year  life, replaced 
- - -. - . - -  - .- _ _  . . -- .--.-- Power,  Mass, 
I'ltlt form Element B Estimating Uasis 
-- - -- .- . . . - - -. -~ .. --- 
watts 
- .  -. - - - - . . - . - 
kg 
- - - 
1 .  Pnyload E~uipment  Item: 23 Case: 11 (Mpy < 2200) 6,000 1,210 
2. S t ruc ture  - Basic M = 0.396 ( I p y )  t 50 = 529 kg 0 982 
8 
'- Seccndnry 10% of Ms = 53 kg  
- T / W  Pennlty T/W = 1.76; Penalty = 400 k g  
3 .  EI'S M E  = 0.055 (1' ) + 187 = 627 k g  
0 
627 
4. A C S  MA = 0.0228 (Mpl,) t 50 = 156 kg 156 
n 
r 4  P~ = 0.011 (M ) + 30 = 81 W 8 1 
m PL 
5. RCS hlp = 0.166 (MpL) M R  = 1.2 (M ) 1.2 x (771) = 925 k g  P 925 
MR = M  P + 0 . 2 5  PI{ = 0.008 ( M p y )  t 20 = 30W 
(Mpy < 4400) 
6. TCC MT = 0.0306 (Mpy) + 40 = 77 k g  
7. TCS MI, = 0.0175 (Mpy) + 40 = 61 kg  61 
8. Rendezvous and Docking N / A  N /A N /A 
S u b  Tot 6,964 4,039 
9. Contingency and Intefpr~tion 159, of the  ubove power and mass 1,045 606 
P 
0 M~~ 
NO. OF I'1,ATFORMS : 
- - - . . - - 
9 
-. - -- . . -- -. - -- - - - - - - - -. - - - -- - 






1'1,~1'1:OI{M MASS 4 I'OWEIC IIS'l'lMA'I'ES PLATFORM NO. 
O T V  :-- OTV, Reusable - - - - -  - - OPIZH . MODE : -E-Yer~iced,_lB yr_life&vl.-mpply 
-- . 
- -  - . - .- 
. . . . . - - -  - -- . . - - - -- - 
Power,  Mass, 
wat ts  kg 
-- - - - - -- -- -  
1. Payload Equipment Item: 29 Case: 111 (Mpy < 2700) 7,520 1,496 
2. Structure - Basic M = 0 . 3 5  (M ) + 5 0 = 5 7 4  kg 0 1,044 
S PY 
- Secondary 10% of M = 57 kg 
9 
- T/W Penalty T/W = 0.78; Penalty = 413 kg 




PA = 0.011 (Mpl,) + 30 = 87 W 87 
+ 
5. RCS M p  = 0.0623 (MpL) M~ = 1.2 (Mp) + 1 . 2  x (322) = 387 k g  387 
M R  - hl + 0.2 M p  P~ 
= 0.008 (Mpy) + 20 = 32 W ( M p y  < 4400) 32 
P 
6 .  TCC M~ 
= 0 . 0 3 1 7 ( M  ) + 4 5 = 9 2 k g  92 PY 
7. TCS M = 0.0175 (M ) + 45 = 71 k g  7 1 I I PY 
= 0.0438 (Mpy) + 100 = 166 W (Mpy < 2600) 166 
8. Rendezvous and Docking M R D  = 0.1175 (Mpy) + 200 = 376 k g  376 
P R D  = 200 W 200 
Sub Tot 8,856 4,498 
9. Contingency and Integrlition 15% of the  above power and mass 1,328 675 
P 
0 M~~ 
NO. 01: 1'I,A0I'FOHMS: 8 - - TOTALS; 10,185 
- - - . - - - 
5,173 
- .  
, c o -  
m w o  
C J +  * 
" " r  & C 
&0 &O C I -& 5 
W Y  0) - Z ( D * o ~ a 3  b 0 z r: 
E o o q q  v d d o o  
I.. n - 
-a - 




PLATFORM MASS h POWER ESTIMATES PUTFORM NO. 40mC 
O I'V , I.:xpcnclnt>le 
OTV: OPER. MODE: C - N o n - s e r v i c e d  , 16 year l i f e  
Power, Ma88 , 
Plut lorm E l e m e n t s  watts 
-- 
E s t i m a t i n g  B a s i s  kg 
- .  - - - .  
., I .  
- Secondury  102 of M = 75 k g  
S 
- T /W Pcnralty ?'/W = 0.43; Pcnnlty = 71C, kg 
L J  n I 1, 
I 
W 
-1 I'A = 0 . 0 1 1 ( M  ) + 3 0 = 1 5 7 W  PI, 157 
- -- - - -  
- - - 
8. Rcndczvous ~ n d  Docking N / A  N /A  N /A 
NO. O F  PLATFORMS: 6 
1. I'crylotlcl Equipnlent I tenl :  :I2 Case :  111 (Mpy < 3000) 8,120 2,270 
2 .  Structure - Rrisic M - 0.31 (M,,) t 50 = 754 k g  0 I ,  545 
3 .  EPS M = 0.0713 ( P  ) + 240 = 1 0 1 3 ' k g  
11 0 1,013 
P = O.[l67 ( P  ) + 100 = 826 W I: O 82 6 
4 .  ACS M A  - 0.0294 (M,,) + 64 = 404 k g  ,. 404 
5. ItCS R1 = 0.332 (hl ) 
P I' I, hlR = 1.2  (lllp) = 1.2 r (3841) = 4809 kg 4,609 
hl = M + 0.2 h1 It I' I' PR = 0.008 (hlpy) + 20 = 38 W (M < 4400) PY 3 8 
6. 'rcc M~ 0.0319 (M ) + 52 = 124 k g  
PY 124 
pT = 0.n195 ( M ~ ~ )  + 40 = 84 w 8 4 
7. TCS 
Sul, Tot 9,425 10,057 
9. Cont ingency  anti In tcgrnt ion 15% of t h e  ubovr! power nnd mass 1,414 1 ,509 






z c: "r- '2 h a  
2 2$a a O m -  a r( 
a3 4 Q, Q 2 3 .  @- I n - " - "  r( m Q, w - ", Q) cS 9 ; l  2 - 1 "  w' . z ca- -- 
I'LATFORM MASS sr I'OWEII ESTIMATI~S PLATFORM NO. 41eE 
OTV: O T V ,  Exlendable  
- - 
_ -  
O P E ~ .  MODE: E-serviced,  16 yr l ife,  3 v r  c o n s u m a b l e ~  &upply 
- --  . - -- - - - - 
Power, Mass, 
- 
Plut form Elements Extimuting Bus i s  





1 . f'nylot~d Equipment Item: 39 Case: 11 (Mpy 2700) 8,630 2.216 
2. S t r u c t u r e  - Rasic M = 0 . 3 5 ( M  ) + 5 0 = 8 2 6 k g  
9 PY 
- Secondury 1 0 % o f M  = 8 3 k g  
S 
- T / W  Pcnolty T/W = 0.64; Penalty = 492 k g  
4 .  ACS 
n 
5. RCS M = 0.0623 (nf I 
P PI, R 511 M = L.2(Mp)  + 1.2 * (426) - 5 1 1  k g  
hl = M + 0.2 M 
R P P R P = 0.008 (M ) + 20 = 38 Y (M < 4aOu) PY PY 38 
6 .  *rcc M = 0.0'117 ( M ~ ~ )  + 45 = 115 kg 
T I15 
P = 0.0195 ( M p y )  + 40 = 83 W T 83 
7. TCS = 0.0175 (Mpy) + 45 = 84 k g  84 
P = 0 . 0 4 3 R ( M p y )  + l 0 0 =  197W (M < 2600) 197 
H PY 
8. Renciezvous a ~ d  Docking M = U. 1175 (Mpy) + 200 = 460 k g  
RD 460 
J' = 200 W R D  2 00 
Sul) Tot 9.917 5,935 
9. Contingency and I n t c g r ~ t i o n  15% of t h e  above power and mass 1,488 890 
P 
0 "'PI- 
NO. OF PLATFOICMS: 5 
- - - - - - - - - - -  
- 
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PLATFORM NO. 44hB PLAT1:OHM MASS & POWER ESTIMATES 
OrV . Expendable OTV: - ()PER.  MODE^^ - Non-service4 
- - 
Platform Elements Estimating Basis 
- -- -- - .  -- 
i, 8 year  life, r e ~ l a c e d  
Power, Mass, . 
watts kg 
1.. Pavloed Eu u i ~ m e n t  Item: 55 Case: I11 (M--. > 2200) 15.500 3.480 
2. S t ructure  - Basic 
- Secondary 
- T/W Penalty T/W = 0.43; Penalty = 716 kg  
3. EPS ME = 0.055 ( P  ) + 187 = 1295 kg 
0 




5 .  RCS M p  = 0.166 (MpL)  M~ = 1.2 (M ) + 1.2 x (1854) = 2224 k g  2,224 P 
M = M + 0.2 M 
P P~ 
= 0.008 (hlpy) + 20 = 48 W (hlpy < 4400) ?'8 R P 
6. TCC MT = 0.0306 (hlpy) + 40 = 146 kg 
P = 0.0195 (M ) + 40 = 108 W T PY 
7. TCS hl = 0.0175 (M ) + 40 = 101 kg 1I PY 
P~ 
= 0.0438 (M ) + 100 = 252 W 
PY 
8. Rendezvous and Docking N /A  
Sub Tot 17,510 9,707 I 
9. Contingency and Integration 15% of the  above power and mass 2,626 1,456 
NO. O F  1'I.ATFORMS: 3 
- - - - - - - - - - . - -- -. - - - - - - - 
- 
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PLATFORM MASS L POWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM hc.. 63dC' C' - Non-serviced, 
OTV: OTV,  L .  T .  Expendable OPER. MODE: 16 v r  life, consumables r e ~ l e n i s h e d  at 8 vrs 
Power, Mesa,  
Plat form Elements 
- - - -. - . - - 
Eetirnating Basis 
- - - - -- - - - - - -  
watts kg 
1. Payload Equipment Item: 76 Case: I 1  (Mpy < 3000) 8.500 2,051 
2 .  S t ruc tu re  - Basic MS = 0.31 (Mpy) + 50 = 686 k g  0 754 
- T / W  Penaity TIW 0.07; Penalty = 0 kg 
3. EPS = 0.0609 ( P  ) + 200 = 899 k g  
0 
PE = 0.067 ( P  ) + 100 = 869 W 
0. 





M = 0.0294 (M ) + 64 = 257 kg A PI, 
P A = O . O 1 l ( M  ) + 3 0 = 1 0 2 W  P L  
5. RCS hl = 0.166 (M ) P P I, M~ = 1.2 (Mp)= 1.2 .r (1092) = 1310 kg 1,310 
hl = M p +  0 .2M R P PR = 0.008 (Mpy) + 20 = 36 W (Mpy < 4400) 36 
6. TCC M T  = 0.0319 (Mpy) + 52 = 117 k g  117 
P,r = 0.0195 (Mpy) + 40 = 80 W 80 
7. TCS M I ,  = 0.0175 (Mpy) + 52 = 88 k g  8 8 
P,, = 0.0438 (Mpy) + 100 = 190 W 190 
8 .  Rendezvous a Docking 
S u b  Tot :  9,977 5,716 
9. Contingency & Integration 15% of the  above power end  mass 1,497 857 
P 
0 M~~ 
NO. 01: PLATFORMS: 20 TOTALS: 11,474 6,574 
- -- - -- - - - - - - -  - - -- -  - 

PLATFORM MASS 6 FOWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 651C 










1. Payload Equipment Item: 78 Case: I11 ( M p y  2 3000) 16,600 3,419 
2. S t r u c t u r e  - Basic MS = 0.225 ( M  ) + 300 = 1069 kg 0 1,956 
PY 
- Secondary 10% of MS = 107 kg 
- T/W Penalty T/W = 0.31; Penalty = 780 k g  
3. EPS M = 0.0713 ( P  ) + 240 = 1779 kg 
E 0 1.779 
4. ACS M A  = 0.0294 (MpL) + 64 = 562 kg 562 
C 
m P A = O . O 1 l  (M ) + 3 0 = 2 1 7 W  
W PI. 2 17 
5. RCS M = 0.332 ( M  ) 
P P I, R P M = 1.2 (M )= 1.2 x (5629) = 6755 kg 6,755 
6 .  TCC MT = 0.0319 (Mpy) + 52 = 161 k g  161 
7. TCS M H  = 0.0175 (M PY ) + 52 = 112 k g  112 
8. Rendezvous & Docking N /A 
S u b  I'ot : 
9. Contingency & Integrat ion 15% of t h e  above power and  mrrsr; 2,815 2,212 
NO. OF  PLATFORMS: 12 
P 
0 M~~ 
TOTALS : 2 1.581 16.955 

I'LATFORM MASS & POWER ESTIMATES 67mC PLATFORM NO. -- 
O T V :  2 S T G  O T V  , Experldable OPER. MODE: C - Nan-serviced. 16 vear life 
Power. M a s s  . 
Platform Elements 




1 .  Payload Equipment I t e m :  80 Case: I 1 1  (Mpy 1. 3000) 29,200 6,102 
2. Structure - Basic M = 0.225 (Mpy) + 300 = 1673 kg 0 1,840 S 
- Secondary 108 of MS = 167 kg 
- I' /W Penalty T/W = 0.22; Penalty = 0 k g  
3. EPS M = 0.0713 ( P  ) + 240 = 2940 kg E 2,940 0 
4. ACS M = 0.0294 ( M p I , )  + 64 = 819 kg A 819 
PA = 0.011 (I\lpL) + 30 = 312 W 312 
5. RCS M = 0.332 (M PL) M = 1.2 (M ) = 1.2 x (8525) = 1 0 , 2 3 0 k g  R P 10,230 P 
MR = M p  + 0.2 M P P = 0.008 (M ) + 20 = 69 W P Y  69 H 
, 4400) ( M ~ ~  - 
6. T C C  MVr = 0.0263 (Mpy) + 77 = 237 kg 2 37 
= 0.0195 ( U p y )  + 40 = 159 W 159 
7 .  T C S  
8. Rendezvous & Docking N / A  
Sub Tot: 
9. Contingency & Integration 15% of the above power and mass 4,939 3,349 
P 
0 
TOTALS : 37,863 
M~~ 
NO. OF PLATFORMS: 6 25,676 
PLATFORM MASS & POWER ESTIMATES 681B PLATFORM NC'. . 
OTV: 2 STG OTV Reusable OPBR. MODE: B - Non -serviced,  8 year  life. replace11 
Power, 
Platform Elements MC 
- -- - -- -- Estimating Basis 
--- _ 
watts kg 
1. Payload Equipment Item: 81 Case: 111 (Mpy 2 2200) 31,700 5,350 
2. S t r u c t u r e  - Basic MS = 0.29 ( M p y )  + 300 = 1852 kg 0 2.82.7 
- Secondary 10% of  M = 185 kg S 
- TIW Penalty TIW = 0.31; Penalty = 780 kg 
ACS 
RCS M = 0.166 (hl ) 
P PL 
MR = M p  + 0.2 M P 
TCC 
TCS 
Rendezvous & Docking 
Contingency & Integrat ion 
ME = 0.055 (Po) + 187 = 2418 k g  
pE = 0.067 ( P  ) +I00 = 2818 W 
0 
MA =0 .0228(M ) + 5 0 =  4 3 6 k g  PI, 
PA 0.011 (MpL) + 30 = 216 W 
M R  = 1 .2  (Mp) = 1.2 x (2811) = 3374 k g  
PR = 0.008 (Mpy) + 20 = 63 w 
(M PY - > 4400) 
MVr = 0.026 (M ) + 60 = 199 k g  PY 
pT = 0.0195 (M ) + 40 = 144 W PY 
M = 0.0175 (M ) + 40 = 134 kg H PY 
PH = 0.043d (M ) + 100 = 334 w PY 
N /A 
Sub Tot: 
15% of t h e  above powsr and  mass 
P 
0 NO. OF PLATFORMS: 6 M~~ 
- - 
-
TOTALS : 40,567 16,936 

PL.\TFORM MASS & POWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 70mB 
OTV: 2 STC , OTV , Expendabje 
-- 




- . - - - 
Estimating Basis watte 
- kg 
1 .. Pnyloud Equipment Item: 83 Case: i I I  (Mpy ) 2200) 57,280 9,240 
I 2. S t r u c t u r e  - Basic M = 0.29 (M ) + 300 = 2980 kg S PY 0 3,278 
- Secondary 10% of  MS = 298 k g  
- T/W Penalty ' Y I W  = 0.22; Penalty = 0 k g  
3. EPS ME = 0.055 ( P  ) + 187 = 4198 kg 
0 
4 .  ACS MA = 0.0228 (Mp,,) + 50 = 658 k g  658 
? 
a0 PA = 0.011 (M ) + 3 0 =  323W 
00 PL 
32 3 
5. HCS Mp = 0.166 !MpL) M R  = 1.2 (Mp) 1.2 x (4427) = 3312 kg 5,312 
MR = Mp + 0.2 M P PR = 0.008 (M ) + 2 0 =  94 W PY 
(Mpy ) 4400) 
6. TCC MT = 0.026 (IMP*) + 60 = 300 kg  
PT = 0.0195 (Mpy) + 40 = 220 W 
I 7. TCS M = 0.0175 ( M p y )  + 40 = 202 k g  H 202 
8. Rendezvous dl Docking N /A N /A 
--
N /A 
S u b  Tot :  63,408 23,188 
I 9. Contingency a Integrat ion 15% of  the  above p o ~ e r  and  mass 9,511 3,478 
NO. OF PLATFORMS: 3 
- .- 
2 -d fie- E I 
PLATFORM MASS & POWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 72aC 
OTV: OTV,  L .  T . Reusable 
-- - 





-- -- - 
Errtimeting Rasis 
- - . - - . . - --- ---- 
watts kg 
1. P O Y ~ O R ~  Equipment I tem.  (15 Cllse: I1  (Mpy < 3000) 1,800 320 
2. Structure - Basic  MS = 0.31 (Mpy)* 5, = 149 kg 0 164 
- Secondary 10% of MS = 15 kg 
- T/W Penalty TlW = 0.13; Penalty = 0 k g  
3 .  EPS ME = 0.0713 (P ) + 240 = 430 kg 
o 430 
PE = 0.067 (Po) + 100 = 279 W 279 
4. ACS M =3.0294(M ) + 6 4 =  137kg 
? A PL 137 
(P P = 0.011 ( M p L )  + 30 = 57 W 
0 A 57 
5. RCS M =0.332 (M 1 P P L  "' R = 1.2 (Mp) = 1.2 r (826; = 991 kg 991 
M R  = M + 0.2  Mp P PR = 0.008 (Mpy) + 20 = 23 W 2 3 
(Mpy ' 4400) 
6 .  TCC MT = 0.039 (Mpy) + 52 = 62 kg 62 
P =O.O{35(M ) + 4 0 = 4 6 W  T PY 46 - 
7.  TCS M = 0.0175 (M ) + 52 = 58 kg 
Fi r-1 59 
pH - 0.0438 ( P i  ) + 100 = 114 W PY 11 4 
R .  Rendezvous & Docking N / A  N /A N / A  
Sub Tot: 2,319 2, iR!r 
9.  Contingetlcy 6 Zntegrption 1 j% of the above power and mass 348 324 
MPL 
NO. OF PLATFORMS: 225 
- - - 
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PLATFORM MASS & POWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 77pC 




Platform Elements Estimating Basis - wet t s  kg 
1. Payload Equipment Item: 90 Case: 111 ( M p y  < 3000) 4,040 7 62 
2. S t ruc tu re  - Basic M = 0.31 (M ) + 50 = 286 kg 0 728 S PY 
- Secondary 10% of MS = 29 k g  
- T / W  Penalty T I W  = 0.0713 (Po) + 240 = 413 kg 
3 .  EPS M E  = 0.0713 (Po) + 240 = 635 kg 
4 .  ACS  Ib' A = 0.0294 ( M  ) t 64 = 219 kg PL 
C, 
P~ 
= 0.011 (MpI,) + 30 = 88 W 
a 
yl 
5. HCS M = 0.332 ( M  M = 1.2 (M ) = 1.2 x (1752) = 2102 k g  P P 1, R P 
8. Rendezvous & Docking N / A  
S u b  To t :  
9. Contingency k Integration 15% of the  above power and  mass 722 688 
NO. OF PLATFORMS: 90 TOTALS : 5,535 5,275 
- 
PLATFORM MASS & POWER ESTIMA'I'ES P TF M N0.78aC1 C1 - Non-serviced,. 1 y r  11 e,  
OTV: O'rV . Reusable - OPER. MODE: consun~ables replenlshed at 8 vrs 
P ".pp 
-- .- --- 
Power, M a s ~  , 
Plat form Elements 
- - - - -  
-- 
Estimating Basis 
- -- - -  - 
watts kg 
1 . Payload Equipment Item: 91 C ~ i s e :  11 (Mpy 3000) 4,150 793 
2 .  S t ruc ture  - Basic M = 0.31 (M ) T 50 = 296 kg 
S PY 0 472 
- Secondary 10% of MS = 30 k g  
- T/W Penalty T/W = 1.08; Penalty = 147 k g  
I 3. EPS M = 0.0609 (P ) + 200 = 563 k g  E o 563 
ACS M A  = 0.0294 (M ) + 6 4 =  167 kg 
P IJ 
PA =0.011  (M ) + 3 0 - 6 9 ~  P I, 
RCS M = 0 . 1 6 6 ( M  ) P PL R P M = 1.2 (M ) = 1.2 * (583) = 7 0 0  k g  
MA = M p  + 0.2M PR =0 .008  (111 + 20 = 26 W (Mpy c 4400) P PY TCC MT = 0.0319 (M ) + 52 = 77 kg PY 
P = 0.0195 (Mpy) + 40 = 55 W T 
TCS MH = 0.0175 (Mpy) + 52 = 66 kg  
PI,  = 0.0438 (Mpy) f 100 = 135 W 
Rendezvous & Docking MRL) = 0.0193 (M ) + 200 = 215 kg PY 
PRD = 200 W 
s u b  'rot;  
Contingency & Integration 15% of  the  above power and mass 
NO. O F  PLATFORMS: 87 
. -- - - - - - -. - - - - . - - - - -- ~ 
P 
0 M~~ 
TOTALS : 5,963 
-- -. -- -- 
3,512 

PLATFORM MASS h POWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 80bC 
OTV: Centaur,  L. T .  Expendable OPER. MODE: C - v e  
Power, Mess, 
Platform Elements 
-- -- - - 
Estimating Basis watts kg 
1 .  Puyload Equipment Item: 93 Case:  11 ( M p y  < 3000) 4,250 942 
2.  Structure  - Easic 
M~ = 0 .31  (Mpy) + 50 = 342 kg 0 37 6 
- Secondary 10% of MS = 34 kg 
I - T/W Penalty T /W = 0 . 1 9 ;  Penalty = 0 kg 
3. EPS 
4.  ACS 
? 
m 
00 5. RCS Mp = 0.332 (M ) PL 
M R  = M + 0.2 Mp P 
6.  TCC 
7. TCS 
8 .  Rendezvous & Docking 
9 .  Contingency 81 I~ltegration 
ME = 0.0713 (P ) + 240 = 654 kg 
0 
PE = 0.067 (P ) + 100 = 489 W 
0 
MA = 0.0291 (MpL) + 64 = 210 kg 
PA = 0.011 (M ) + 30 = 84 W PI, 1 
M R  = 1 .2  (Mp) = 1.2  x (1645) = 1974 kg 
PR = 0.008 ( M p y )  + 20 = 28 W 
(Mpy < 4400) 
MT = 0.0319 (Mpy) + 52 = 82 kg 
PT = 0.0195 (M ) + 40 = 58 W PY 
M = 0.0175 (M ) + 52 = 68 kg H PY 
= 0.0438 (Mpy) + 100 = 141 W 
N/A 
Sub Tot : 
15% of the  above power and  mass 
P 
0 
NO. OF PLATFORMS: 70 TOTALS: 5 8~-2 
M~~ 
- 
PLATFORM MASS & POWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 80fC 
OTV : IOTV . Expendable OPER. MODE: C - Non-serviced, 16 year  life 
Power. Mass. 
Platform Element8 
_ _ _  _ _  _ _ -.-- - 
Estimating Basis 
- - - -  - - - 
watta kg 
1. Payload Equipment Item: 94 Case: 11 (Mpy < 3000) 4,250 942 
2. St ruc tu re  - Basic MS = 0.31 !Mpy ) + 50 = 342 kg 0 82 4 
- ' r / W  Penalty T / W  = 0.69; Penulty = 448 k g  




PA = 0.011 (MpI,) t 30 = 96 W 
w 
5 .  RCS M = 0.332 (MpL) P M~ = 1.2 (Mp) = 1 . 2  x (1995) = 2394 kg 
M = M  + 0.2Mp = 0.008 (Mpy) + 20 = 28 W 
R P 
(Mpy < 4400) 
6. TCC MT = 0.0319 (Mpy) + 52 = 82 kg 
P~ = 0.0195 (Mpy) + 40 = 58 W 
7. TCS M H  = 0.0175 (Mpy) + 52 = 68 kg 
PI! = 0.0438 (Mpy) + 100 = 1 4 1  W 
8. Rendezvous a Docking N /A 
S u b  Tot: 
9. Contingency a Integration 15% of t h e  above power and mass 791 784 
P 
0 M~~ 





I PI Ob 
PLATFORM MASS r POWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 82vC 
OTV: 4 STC IUS (2L, 21,) OPER. MODE: Non-servicd.6 -life 
- -  Power,  Mass, 
Platform Elements Estimating Basis  watts 
- -- -- - - - -  - 
kg 
1. P ~ y l o a d  Equipment Item: 96 Case: 111 (Mpy < 3000) 4,330 1,017 
2 .  S t ructure  - Basic M = 0 . 3 1 ( M  ) + 5 0 = 3 6 5 k g  0 1,259 S PY 
Secondary 10% of MS = 37 kg  
- T/W Penalty T/W = 1.93; Penalty = 857 k g  
3 .  EPS M~ = 0.0713 (P  ) + 240 = 664 kg 664 0 
4 .  ACS 




r 5. RCS M p  = 0.332 (MpL) M R  = 1.2 (Mp) = 1.2 x (2374) = 2849 kg 2,849 
M R  = M  + 0.2Mp P = 0.008 (Mpy) + 20 = 28 W 2 8 P R 
(Mpy < 4400) 
6 .  TCC MT = 0.0319 (Mpy) + 52 = 84 kg 8 4 
7. TCS M[, = 0.0175 (Mpy) + 52 = 70 kg 7 0 
8. Rendezvous 81 Docking N / A  
Sub Tot: 5,170 6.2 17 
9. Contingency a Integration 15% of the  above power and mass 776 933 
P 
0 M~~ 




I PLATFORM MASS 6 POWh2 ZSTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 8% B 




-- - - - - - . -. - - 
watts Estimating Basis k g  
1. P a y l o ~ d  Equipment Item: 97 Case: I! (Ypy < 2200) 4,700 860 
2. S t ructure  - Basic M = 0.396 (M ) + 50 = 391 k g  S PY 0 577 
- Secondary 10) of MS = 39 k g  
3. EPS 
-- T /W Penalty T/W = 1.08; Penalty = 147 k g  
4.  ACS M A  = 0.0228 (M ) + 50 = 126 k g  
PL 
PA = 0.011 (MpL) + 30 = 66 W 
5. RCS M p  = 0.166 (MpL) M = 1.2 (M ) = 1.2 x (550) = 6 6 0 k g  
R P 
M R  = M p  + 0.2M P PR = 0.908 (Mpy) t 20 = 27 W 
(Mpy < 4400) 
6. TCC MVr = 0.0306 (Mpy) + 40 = 66 k g  
PT = 0.0195 (M ) + 40 = 57 W PY 
7 .  TCS Mi, = 0.0175 (Mpy) + 40 = 55 k g  
P = 0.0438 ( M p y )  + 100 = 138 W 11 
8. Rendezvous & Docking N / A  
Sub Tot: 
9. Contingency 6 Integration 15% of the  above power and mass , 827 9 32 
P 
0 
NO. OF PLATFORMS: 52 TOTALS : 6,339 
M~~ 
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PLATFORM MASS k POWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 91pB 
OTV ; OTV , Reusable ope.. MODE: B - Non-serviced , 8 year life, replaced 
- Power, Mass. 
Platform Elements Estimating Basis watts 
_ _  _ 
-  -. - - - - - - - - - 
kg 
- 
1 : Payload Equipment Item: 109 Case I11 (Mpy < 2200) 7,290 1,420 
2. Structure - Busic M S = 0 . 3 9 6 ( M  PY ) + S 0 = 6 1 2 k g  0 1,087 
- Secondary 
-- T / W  Penalty 
3.  EPS 




5 .  RCS Mp = 0.166 (MpL) 
MR = M  + 0.2Mp 
P 
6 .  TCC 
7. TCS 
8. Rendezvous a Docking 
10% of MS = 61 kg 
T/W = 0.78; Penalty = 413 kg 
M , = 0.U55 (Po) + 187 = 717 kg 
E, 
P~ 
= 0.067 (P  ) + 100 = 746 W 
0 
M~ =0 .0228 (M ) + 5 0 = 1 7 1 k g  P I, 
P~ = 0.011 (M ) + 3 0 =  88 W PI, 
M~ = 1.2 (Mp) = 1.2 x (877) = 1053 kg 
P~ = 0.008 (Mpy) + 20 = 31 W (hlpy C 4400) 
Mrr = 0.0306 (Mpy) + 40 = 83 kg 
P~ = 0.0195 i M  
) + 4 0 =  63W 
PY 
Mil = 0.0175 (Mpy) + 40 = 65 kg 
tl = 0.0438 (Mpy) + 100 = 162 W 
N / A  
Sub Tot: 
9 .  Ccntingency 4 Integratior, 15% of the above power and mass 1,258 689 
N O .  OF PLATFORMS: 24 TOTALS : 9,645 5,285 
- -  - 
- 

dl. G I  6 
C J !  
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PLATFORM MASS r POWER ESTIMATES PLATFORM NO. 93gC 
O T ~ :  IOTV , t. T .  Expendable OPER. MODE: C - Non-serviced, 16 year life 
--- Power, Mass, 
Platform Elements Est imat ing  B a d s  watt8 
- - - - - - - 
- - - - - -- - 
kg 
t .  Payload Equipment Item: 112 Case: 111 (Mpy < 5000) 7.900 1.954 
I I 2 .  S t ruc tu re  - Basic M = 0.31 (M ) + 50 = 656 kg  0 721 S PY 
! - T/W Penalty TIW = 0.06; Penalty = 0 kg 
t 3. EPS ME = 0.0713 (Po) + 240 = 989 k g  
4 .  ACS M A  = 0.0294 (MpL) + 64 = 326 k g  32 6 
n 
I PA = 0.011 (YpL) + 3 0 =  128 W 12 8 
r 
e 
5. RCS M p  = 0.332 (MpL) M~ = 1 . 2  (M P ) = 1.2 x (2954) =3544 kg 3,544 
M R  = Mp + 0.2 M p  P~ = 0.008 (Mpy) + 20 = 36 W (Mpy < 4400) 36 
6. TCC MT = 0.0319 (Mpy) + 52 = 1 1 4  kg  114 
PT = 0.0195 (Mpy) + 40 = 78 W 7 8 
I 7 .  TCS MH = 0.0175 (Mpy) + 52 = 86 kg 86 ! 
8. Rendezvous a L?ocking N / A  
Sub Tot:  
9 Contingency ~b Integration 15% of the above power and mass 1.370 1,160 
P 
0 M~~ 
NO. OF PLATFORMS: 22 TOTALS : 10,500 8.895 
-- - -  - - - - 
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1'I,ArI' FORM MASS 81 POWEIt ES'l'1MA'l'ls:S PLATFORM NO. 98hE 
0'1' v : -0TV , L, T _C_lcperldnble_ --- - - .- -. . - OPJSH. MODE: k s e r ~ b s l - 1 y  3 yr cnnaumahleasllp 
- - -- - - . - - - .. . . - . - . - - - -- -~ - -. -. . - - -- 
P ~ Y  
Power, Mass, 
- -~ - 
I'lnt forr~~ Elenlents 
. -  - - -- - watts kg - . . -. . - Ihilimtrting Basis . . - - -~ - - - -  - - ---- 
1 .  Payloud Equipment Item: 136 Case: 111 (M > 2700) 21,000 3,938 
PY - 
2. Structure - Basic M = 0.259 (Mpy) + 300 = 1320 kg - 0 1,452 
s 
- Secondary 10% of MS = 132 kg 
- T/W Penalty T/W = 0.05; Penalty = 0 kg 
3. EPS 
M~ = 0.0620 (Po) + 210 = 1901 kg 1,901 
4. ACS 
n 
+ 5 .  RCS Mp = 0.0623 (Mpl , )  MR = 1.2 (M ) = 1.2 (663) = 796kg 
P 7 96 
M~ = M + 0.2 M P P PR = 0.008 (Mpy ) + 20 = 52 W (Mpy < 4400) 5 2 
6.  TCC M = 0.0317 (Mpy) + 45 = 170 kg 
T 170 
7 .  TCS 
8.  Rendezvous and Docking M = 0.0388 (Mpy) + 400 = 553 kg 
RD 553 
PRD = 200 W 200 
Sub Tot 23,715 9,253 





NO. O F  131,ATFORMS: 
- - - - - - - - - - 
9 TOTALS : 27,273 




I'1,A'l'I:OHM MASS h IBOWEI< I:STIMA'I'I.:S PLATFORM NO. 3 8 j B  
(JTV:_-~-STG. - - OTV,  . -- - -- I,.T. .  Reusable -. - 0 ~ ~ 1 1 .  MODE: B - Non-serivced. 8-year  life, replaced 
-- - -  _ -- . - - . - __ _ - - ._ - 
Power, Mass, 
Plut form Elements Estimating Btisis .- - - - - - watts 
-.  - - - -. - - - . -. . -- 
kg 
-- 
1.  Payload Equipment Item: 139 Case: 111 (Mpy 1. 2200) 31,700 5,400 
2 .  S t ruc tu re  - Basic M = 0.29 (M ) + 300 = 1866 kg 0 2,053 
PY S 
- Secondary 10% of M = 187 k g  
s 
- T/W Penalty T/W = 0.035; Penalty = 0 kg 
3. EPS M~ 
= 0.055 ( P  ) + 187 = 2418 kg 2,418 
0 
4 .  ACS 
n 
5- 5. RCS M = 0.166 (MpIA) MR = 1.2 ( M p ;  = 1.2 x (2629) = 3155 kg 3,155 P 
MR = M p  + 0 . 2  M 
P P~ = 0.008 (M ) + 20 = 63 W (Mpy ) 4400) PY 63 
6. TCC M = 0.026 (Mpy) + 60 = 200 kg 200 
T 
7. TCS M = 0.0175 (M ) + 40 = 135 k g  135 I{ PY 
8. Rendezvous and Docking N /A  N /A N /A 
Sub Tot 35,267 13,772 
9. Contingency tind Integration 15% of t h e  above power and  mass 5,290 2,066 
P M 
0 PL 
N O .  01: I'I,A'rFOf{MS: 6 
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